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1.

Introduction

Semi-annual safeguards monitoring reports (SSMR) are a requirement of the Samoa
AgriBusiness Support (SABS) Project agreement between Government of Samoa (GOS) and
the Asian Development Bank (ADB). Preparation and submission of the SSMR is one of several
deliverables under the Safeguards Advisor’s (SSA) contract. The purpose of the SSMR is to
document the status of safeguards compliance for all Financial Intermediaries (FIs) and
subprojects or agribusinesses supported under the Samoa AgriBusiness Support (SABS) Project
through approved FIs.
This is the eighth 6-monthly monitoring report for the Samoa AgriBusiness Support (SABS)
Project. It covers both environmental and involuntary resettlement (IR) compliance for the period 1
January – 30 June, 2020. It builds on and updates the statuses of subprojects reported in the
previous biannual report, and introduces new clients that entered SABS during this reporting
period.

1.1.

Scope of report

This report focuses on SABS agribusiness clients and their safeguards compliance with ADB
policies and Samoa Government safeguards laws. It does not include Financial Intermediaries
(FI) for the reason that FI’s are, contrary to project design, not involved in any way with the
screening of potential clients for environmental and social impacts; FI’s simply referred
interested agribusinesses to the National Facility Manager (NFM) and are only engaged later
when environmental and social safeguards screening have been carried out by the ESS
Advisor.
The focus of the report (as in previous reports) is the 30 agribusiness clients approved and
supported by SABS to date. It does not include potential clients which assessment is in
1
progress. Eight (8) such potential clients were assessed during the reporting period .
This report is also prepared in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic and thus the impact of the
pandemic on SABS clients’ activities is indeed impossible to ignore. Brief comments on the
pandemic’s impact on SABS clients are included.

1.2.

Brief Overview of SABS

The SABS Project is financed by an ADB grant to the Government of Samoa (GoS). Approved in
June 2014, the SABS supports the strengthening of the agribusiness sector by improving access
to finance for eligible agribusiness enterprises. Funds are accessed by eligible and qualified
agribusinesses through the following four financial intermediaries (FI): ANZ Bank, Bank of the
South Pacific (BSP), Samoa Commercial Bank (SCB) and National Bank of Samoa (NBS).
SABS’ focus is to address the key financial and capacity limitations in selected agribusinesses that
have sound prospects for commercial success and which will contribute to the higher level objectives
of value addition, employment, trade and rural incomes. The project has three outputs:

 Output 1 – Improved access to finance for selected agribusiness enterprises to address the lack of
suitable financing instruments, the risk awareness of commercial banks to lend long term to the
sector, the overall liquidity constraints in the financial sector, and the shortage of capital in the
agribusiness sector.

1

Suá Dan Sua; Tufuga R Betham; Nora’s Plantation Foods; Pauli Faafetai (second proposal); Danny Rankin;
Tusani’s Plantation; John Pasina’s Plantation; and Saifaleupolu’s Farm Development.
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 Output 2 – Business Support Services provided by the project to partner companies to help build
their capacity in a broad range of areas which are critical to business success and adherence to
environmental and social safeguards.

 Output 3 – Project Management: This involves a Project Management Unit (PMU)
established within the Ministry of Finance (MOF) to be responsible for financial control,
procurement and reporting.

1.3. PROJECT BASIC DATA
a.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Grant Identification
Country
Grant Number
Project Title
Recipient
Executing Agency
Implementing Agencies

7. Amount of Grant
Grant Data
1. Fact-Finding
– Date Started
– Date Completed
2. Grant Negotiations
– Date Started
– Date Completed
3. Date of Board Approval
4. Date of Grant Agreement
5. Date of Grant Effectiveness
– In Grant Agreement
– Actual
– Number of Extensions
6. Closing Date
– In Grant Agreement
– Number of Extensions
7. Elapsed Time Since Grant
Effective- ness

Samoa
0392/0539
Samoa AgriBusiness Support Project
Independent State of Samoa
Ministry of Finance
Ministry of Finance
ANZ Bank/Bank of the South Pacific /Samoa
Commercial Bank/National Bank of Samoa
$5,000,000 +$750,000

b.

20 January 2014
24 January 2014
3 April 2014
3 April 2014
17 June 2014
19 June 2014
18 September 2014
19 September 2014

31 January 2022
0
6 months

c. Project Data
Table 1: Project Investment Plan
($ million)
Item
A.

B.
a
b

c

Amount

a

b

Base Cost
1. Output 1: Financing services
2. Output 2: Business support services
3. Output 3: Project management
Subtotal (A)
c
Contingencies
Total (A+B)

8.00
0.69
1.47
10.16
0.18
10.34

Includes taxes and duties of $264,000 to be financed from Asian Development Bank (ADB) grant
resources.
In mid-2013 prices. Cost estimates based on feasibility studies prepared by the project preparatory
technical assistance.
Price contingencies computed at 3% per annum on foreign exchange costs, applied to outputs 2 and
3 (ADB cost escalation factor average for 2014–2016 is 2.6%).
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Source: ADB estimates.
Table 2: Financing Plan
Source
Asian Development Bank
Special Funds resources (grant)
Government
a
Private sector
Participating banks
DFAT Funds
Total

Amount ($
million)

Share of
Total (%)

5.00
0.17
3.17
2.00
0.75
11.09

45
2
29
18
6
100

a

Private sector contribution estimation: for each subproject financed by the financial
intermediary, 50% of the subproject costs will be met by equity contribution from the
subborrower (taking into consideration potential supplemental seed capital portions) and
there will be cost-sharing for business support services and the agribusiness innovation
scheme.
Source: Asian Development Bank estimates.

Project implementation is supported by a Project Management Unit (PMU) consisting of a
Project Manager handling project finances and administration, a Project Assistant, a National
Facility Manager, Safeguards Advisor and Business Support Advisor.
The Safeguards Advisor (SA) is responsible for SABS clients’ compliance with ADB safeguards
policies and relevant GoS safeguards-related laws and regulations. The PMU is currently located
within the Ministry of Finance (MOF).

2.

Environmental and Social Safeguards

Environmental and social safeguards refer to a set of policies design to ensure that ADB funded
activities do not adversely affect surrounding communities and the natural environment. Activities
proposed for funding are carefully screened and assessed to eliminate those that have severe
adverse and irreversible impacts, or otherwise identify measures for their mitigation. Agreed
mitigation measures are monitored regularly to ensure that the measures are being effective in
reducing or avoiding impacts and that project implementation is safe and adverse impacts are
reduced to, at minimum, an acceptable level.
The GOS has similar legislation and regulations, with the main one being the PUMA Act 2004 and
PUMA EIA Regulation 2007. Both ADB’s safeguards policies and Samoa’s relevant legislation and
regulations provide the legal framework for the Environment and Social Management System
(ESMS) for the screening, selection, assessment, clearance and monitoring of all SABS funded
activities.
The ESMS approach agreed for the SABS includes:

(i)

Any investments with activities identified in the Prohibited Investment Activities List of the
ADB Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS) 2009 will not be supported by the project;

(ii)

All proposed sub-projects or investments will be reviewed and evaluated (screened) in
respect of environmental requirements of the country safeguard systems (CSS) and the ADB’s SPS;

(iii)

All proposed sub-projects or investments will be reviewed and evaluated (screened) in
respect of social requirements of CSS and ADB’s SPS including occupational, health, safety,
involuntary resettlement (IR) and land acquisition, indigenous peoples (IP) and physical cultural
resources;
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(iv)

Funding and ongoing business support services will only be provided to subprojects
(activities/investments) that are designed, constructed/implemented, operated and maintained in a
manner consistent with the applicable environmental and social safeguards set out in the
approved environmental and social management system (ESMS).

(v)

There is appropriate consultation and transparency as per the requirements of this
ESMS in design and/or implementation of sub projects’ activities to be supported under the project;

(vi)

The Project works together with, and where appropriate provides specialist guidance
to, subprojects to implement applicable environmental and social safeguard requirements as per
this ESMS;

(vii)

The Project overall, and subprojects individually, have sufficient resources (staff and
budget) to effectively implement safeguards requirements as set out in the Project ESMS, as
well as promoting sub project activities with environmental and social benefits.
Overall the SABS is classified as Category B for Environment and Involuntary Resettlement while
the Indigenous Peoples (IP) policy is not triggered. All proposed activities or investment (subprojects) undergo screening for environmental and land/involuntary resettlement (IR) impacts to
determine the level of assessment required during the preparation and/or design of the activities
and/or investments.

3.

SABS and the ESMS

Each agribusiness receiving assistance under SABS is screened for environmental and social
impacts and is assigned one of three categories based on the anticipated level of environmental
and social impacts and risks:

(i)

Category A: Activities or investments with potential for significant adverse
environmental impacts, that are irreversible. Category A activities are excluded from the SABS.

(ii)

Category B: Activities or investments likely to have some potential adverse
environmental and/ or social impacts, but of lesser degree and/or significance than Category A .
Category B risks and impacts are usually site-specific and mitigation measures can be more
readily designed than for category A activities. Category B activities will be subject to
1
environmental assessment.

(iii)

Category C: Activities or investments that have minimal or no adverse environmental
impacts. No further environmental impact assessment other than a REA is required. However all
possible environmental and social implications are to be reviewed during the assessment process
and must be documented and retained by the project.
In terms of Environmental Assessment, Category B and C subprojects are eligible for SABS
assistance, with Category B required to undertake further detailed environmental assessment in
the form of an ADB based Initial Environmental Assessment (IEE) or its Samoa Government
equivalent, the Preliminary Environmental Assessment Report (PEAR). The PEAR has a
requirement for an Environmental and Social Management Plan (ESMP). A Category C
subproject requires no further assessment and documentation.
For the Involuntary Resettlement (IR) policy, a Category B subproject will require the
preparation of a resettlement action plan (RAP), or a brief Due Diligence Report detailing the
impacts and the measures for mitigation required. Category C for IR means there are no IR
issues and no further documentation is required.
In all subprojects approved for SABS assistance, potential areas of risk from a safeguards point
of view are identified and these issues provide the focus of regular safeguards monitoring. For
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many agricultural production ventures, it may be the use of agricultural chemicals in the
operational phase, or the management of solid and liquid wastes in manufacturing activities. For
agricultural ventures where expansion of primary production activities involves land clearing, the
potential impact on sensitive ecosystems such as virgin forests and natural habitats is an
immediate red flag to keep an eye on, during the initial assessment and in the operational
phase.
As in previous reports, in an attempt to assign a quantitative measure to the degree of
compliance observed during each reporting period, an Effectiveness Ratings system is used.
This rating system is explained under Section 4.2.

4.

Monitoring Agribusinesses for ESMS Compliance

This monitoring report focuses on agribusinesses supported through the four approved
Financial Intermediaries (FI), namely ANZ, Samoa Commercial Bank, Bank of South Pacific
(BSP) and the National Bank of Samoa (NBS). And whilst monitoring is meant to target both the
FI’s and the SABS assisted agribusiness activity, in reality, all four FI’s affiliated with SABS are
not involved at any level of safeguards screening and monitoring. When there are proposals of
relevance to SABS, or potential clients seeking funding for agribusiness activities, the potential
client is referred by the FI to the National Facility Manager who examines the financial viability
of a proposed activity, before referring the proposal to the ESS Specialist for safeguards
screening. For this reason, FI’s are not covered in the monitoring report.

4.1

Monitoring Methodology

The monitoring of SABS supported agribusinesses includes: (i) documentation review; (ii)
scheduled field/site visits; and (iii) consultations with the client agribusinesses. Monitoring visits
are conducted, in most cases, jointly by the Environmental and Social Safeguards (ESS)
Specialist and the FM. Consequently, the monitoring covers both safeguards compliance and,
from the point of view of the FM, overall progress in subproject implementation.
Details of the monitoring process for this six-monthly report are in Annex 1.

4.2

Rating Compliance

The following effectiveness rating is used to indicate the degree/extent of compliance observed.
The assessment is qualitative.
1 = non-compliant - corrective actions required;
2 = partial compliance – corrective or alternative actions required;
3 = adequately implementing CEMP measures;
4 = more than adequately implementing CEMP measures;
5 = excellent compliance, incl. measures in addition to CEMP
Tracking the effectiveness of mitigation measures recommended requires the comparison of
past monitoring assessment to the present. Table 2 below shows the results of the previous
monitoring alongside the current assessment for this purpose.

5. Summary of Agribusinesses Monitored
Thirty (30) agribusinesses are covered in this report, four more than reported on in the previous
six monthly report (31 Dec 2019). All 30 are fully operational, although some are intermittent
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depending on orders (mostly for export) from markets.
Table 1 below list all agribusinesses and provide information of their status and the nature of
SABS involvement.

Table 1: SABS assisted Agribusinesses Monitored in this report.
N
o.

Name
Agribusiness

1

Samoa Coconut
Clusters, Vaitele,
Upolu Is

2

3

4

5

6

7

of

Previous
Status

Current Status
(30/6/2019)

Comment

SABS provides
financial and
business support.

Joined SABS in
2017

Existing venture;
operational/active

Products - virgin
coconut oil; charcoal.
Mailelani Cosmetics,
Papauta, Upolu Is;

Joined SABS in
2017

Existing venture;
operational/active

SABS
provides
financial
and
business support.

Products – scented
coconut-oil based
body oils, lotions,
soaps, etc..
T & H Plantation Ltd,
Aleisa, Upolu Is

Joined SABS in
2016

Existing venture;
operational
/active

SABS provides
financial and
business support.

Products – taro,
bananas, and
breadfruit chips for
snacks
SVM Green, Aleisa,
Upolu Is

Joined SABS in
2016

Existing venture;
operational/active

SABS provides
financial and
business support.

Products:
horticultural produce
– fresh cabbages,
tomatoes, green
peppers, etc.
Savaii Koko, Asau &
Vaisala, Savaii Is

Joined SABS in
2017

Existing venture;
operational/active

SABS provides
financial and
business support.

Joined SABS in
2017

Existing venture;
operational
/active

SABS provides
financial and
business support.

Joined SABS in
2017

Existing venture;
operational
/active

SABS provides
business support

Products – dried
cocoa beans; cocoa
butter.
Samoa
Meats
Supplies,
Alaoa,
Upolu Is
Products:
beef /
assorted meat cuts;
Island
Shopper
Butchery,
Lalomalava, Savaii.
Products
beef/assorted
cuts

–
meat
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8

9

10

11

Lata
Plantation,
Taga, Savaii.

Joined SABS in
2016;

Existing venture ;
operational
/active

SABS provides
financial and
business support.

Joined SABS in
late 2018.

Recent start up
(2018);
operational
/active

SABS
provides
financial
and
business support.

Products – assorted
fresh vegetables
(cabbages,
tomatoes, etc.);
Tautua Nonu, Levili,
Apia.

Joined SABS in
late 2018.

New start-up
(2018);
operational/active

SABS
provides
financial
and
business support.

Products:
Nonu
puree/pulp for export.
Victorene’s
Investments

Joined SABS in
early 2019

SABS provides
business support

Joined SABS in
first half of 2019

Existing business
but diversified into
agri-products with
SABS support; new
line of production
commenced
operation in 2019.
Operationa/active.
Existing venture;
operational/active

Joined SABS in
first half of 2019

Existing venture;
operational/active

SABS provides
financial and
business support

Joined SABS in
first half of 2019

Existing venture;
operational/active

SABS provides
financial and
business support

Products:
cattle;
fresh
vegetables;
fresh fruits, coconuts,
bottled water.
HealthyMe!
Hydroponics,
Mt
Vaea, Upolu Is.

Products;
biscuits,
keke-saiga;
taro,
breadfruits, banana
chips for snacks.
12

Vicky’s
Jams

13

Product:
coconut
jams
Pauli Fa’afetai’s
Plantation
(Salelologa)

14

15

16

Coconut

Product: taro for
export
and
local
market
Taualagi Ulimasao’s
Enterprises, Puapua,
Savaii
Products: dried
copra, de-husked
coconuts
Foundation for
Farming, Sa’anapu,
Upolu
Product: taro for
export and local
market; cattle, cocoa,
copra.
Tupaemanaia Liu’s
Integrated
Farms,

Joined SABS in
first half of 2019.

Existing venture;
operational /active

Joined SABS in
first half of 2019.

Existing venture;
diversified into taro

SABS provides
business support

SABS provides
financial and
business support

SABS provides
financial and
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Salelologa, Savaii

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Products:
assorted
vegetables for local
market,
taro
for
export
and
local
market
Purpose Plantation
(Tia Blakelock),
Aleisa, Upolu
Products: assorted
vegetables and fruit
trees, taro for export
and local market.
E-Life Samoa Wild
Tumeric, Motootua,
Apia

Joined SABS in
first half of 2019

with SABS
assistance;
operational/active

business support

Recent
start-up
(2018); upscaling in
progress
with
SABS support.

SABS provides
financial and
business support

Operational/active

Joined SABS in
first half of 2019

Recent
start-up
(2016) now fully
operational. Active.

SABS provides
business support

Products: turmeric
based healthy
beverages and pulps.
Ioane & Dora
Maposua Plantation

Joined SABS in
first half of 2019

Existing
venture.
Operational/active

SABS provides
financial and
business support

Products: taro for
export, assorted
vegetables for local
market.
Sala Sagato
Plantation

Joined SABS in
first half of 2019

Existing
venture.
Operational/active.

SABS provides
financial and
business support

Joined late 2019.

Existing
venture;
operational/active

SABS provides
financial and
business support.

Joined late 2019.

New
venture;
operational / active

SABS provides
financial and
business support.

Joined late 2019

New
venture;
operational /active

SABS provides
financial support.

Joined late 2019

New
venture;
operational /active

SABS provides
financial support.

Products: taro for
export and local
market.
Samoa Agro
Marketing (John
Low)
Middleman operation
– taro exporter to NZ,
US, others.
Ola Pacifica
Products – dried
cocoa bends for
export to NZ and
Europe
Ofisa Levave
Plantation;
Products – fresh and
frozen taro for export;
vegetables for local
market
Misiluki Skin Care
Products
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25

26

27

Products – skincare
oil-based products
for export (Aust,
Europe) and local
spas.
Sunshine Farm (aka
Frankie’s) Poultry
Farm
Product – fresh eggs;
fresh vegetables for
local market.
Fe’epo Enterprises
(Taro King),
Falelauniu
Product: piggery farm
producing frozen and
cooked suckling pigs
for local market.
Fuatino Oils, Faatoia

Joined in early
2019.

Existing venture but
poultry farm is new
startup with SABS
assistance;

SABS provides
business support.

Joined late 2019.

Catering business
is
an
on-going
concern;
piggery
farm expansion is
supported
by
SABS.

SABS provides
financial support.

Joined late 2019.

Recent
start-up;
bottled
virgin
coconut oils for
export.
On-going farming
venture - taro, kava
for local market and
export
Long
operating
enterprise
producing
vegetables
and
herbs
for
local
market
Hydroponics
and
fertigation farm for
vegetables
and
herbs
for
local
market

SABS provides
business support

28

Satuala
Development, Neiafu
Savaii.

Joined mid 2020

29

Potoga Plantation,
Aleisa)

Joined mid 2020

30

Sunshine Farm # 2,
Aleisa

Existing client but
2
new venture ;
approved mid
2020

SABS provides
financial and
business support
SABS provides
financial and
business support

SABS provides
financial support

SABS safeguards monitoring commences early in the sub-project identification and design
stage with initial site assessments for EA and IR an integral criterion for determining subproject
feasibility/acceptability. In this way, ineligible proposals (Category A) are eliminated early or
otherwise recommended for redesign, and eligible ones (Category B and C proposals) are
assisted in their planning and design. The table below summarizes each client-agribusiness,
their respective status, the initial safeguards category assigned for environment (EA) and social
impacts (IR), and the priority safeguards issues identified during the initial assessment that are
the focus of on-going monitoring and reporting. Detailed description of each agribusiness is
given in Annex 2, with updates to reflect findings of monitoring visits throughout their
involvement with SABS.

2

New high tech farm using fertigation) and hydroponics technology
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Table 2: SABS assisted Agribusinesses - Initial Categorizations and Issues of Concern

No.

Name of SABS
assisted
Agribusiness
Samoa Coconut
Clusters, Vaitele,
Upolu Is

1

2

Env - Cat C
IR – Cat C

Mailelani
Cosmetics,
Papauta, Upolu Is;

Products – snack
foods - taro,
bananas, and
breadfruit chips

Issues of Concern for Monitoring

Env – Management of waste and by-products during the operational phase such as coconut
shells, coconut water, wastewater from cleaning operations, extraction and disposal of used
oils and lubricants from centrifuge, and in some cases, coconut husks.
IR – none; land is privately owned by one of the Principals. But over the last 12 months,
financial issues forced the operation to relocate to Satupaitea Savaii from Vaitele, then to its
current location, Vaisala. The operation is downscaled significantly in the initial months of
relocation while in the early stages of re-establishment.

Product(s) - virgin
coconut oil

Products – beauty
products - scented
body oils, lotions,
soaps, etc..
T & H Plantation
Ltd, Aleisa, Upolu
Is
3

Initial
Environmenta
l and IR
Categories

Env - Cat C
IR – Cat C

Update: 4 April 2020: Client has obtained funding for new factory but land proposed for
identified for new factory is under dispute and currently awaiting a Court decision.
Env - waste water management during operational phase. Wastewater volume is low, and
impact is minimum however, was not managed in accordance with best practice.
IR – none. Operation is under roof in the owner’s private home. Land is freehold and
belongs to the Client.

Env - Cat B
IR – Cat C

Env –Management of by-products and wastes (peelings of taro, bananas etc., used oil) other
municipal wastes - used oil containers; plastic packaging waste during operation; waste
water from taro cleaning and factory cleaning activities.
IR – none. Land is freehold owned by the Client.
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No.

4

Name of SABS
Client

Initial
Environmenta
l and IR
Screening

SVM Green, Aleisa,
Upolu Is

Env - Cat C
IR – Cat C

Products: assorted
vegetables for
local market
Savaii Koko, Asau
& Vaisala, Savaii Is
5

6

Env - Management of pesticides and other agro-chemicals (mainly safe storage and handling)
during operation; possible expansion into new areas – thus potential impact on forests and other
sensitive ecosystems.
IR – none; recent land acquisition through land purchase is in compliance; land deeds
sighted. All lands are freehold.

Env - Cat C
IR – Cat C

Products – dried
cocoa beans; cocoa
butter
Samoa Meats
Supplies, Alaoa,
Upolu Is

Issues of Concern for Monitoring

Env - Cat C
IR – Cat C

Env - Management of by-products; dry cocoa pods, dry reject cocoa beans’;
Proprietor is mulching some of dry cocoa pods for nursery use; rest is disposed in cocoa
plantation to suppress weeds. Low level risk of providing a breeding ground for other pests
and diseases.
IR – none. Based on existing farm on customary land but with the Client’s family for past 2
generations.
Env – Existing slaughterhouse; management of solid and liquid wastes, and by-products
(hide, blood, innards, meat offcuts, bones) during operation;
IR – none; slaughterhouse operation is on Client’s private property; freehold land.

Products - beef /
assorted meat cuts;
Island Shopper
Butchery,
Lalomalava.

Env - Cat B
IR - C

IR – none; land is customary owned but with Client’s family for generation and is not
disputed. New facility construction will not result in any physical or economic displacement
impacts.

7
Products – beef /
assorted meat cuts

No.

Name of SABS
supported
subproject

Env - Construction impacts for slaughter house; management of waste from slaughter
house (hide, blood, innards, meat offcuts, bones) during operational phase.

Initial
Environmenta
l And IR
Screening

Issues of Concern for Monitoring

14

Lata Plantation,
Taga, Savaii.

8

9

Products – beef /
assorted meat cuts;
fresh vegetables;
fresh fruits (water
melons, lemons;
copra; bottled
water.
HealthyMe!
Hydroponics, Mt
Vaea, Upolu.

Env - Cat B
IR – Cat C

IR – none; land is leased from Samoa Land Corporation (i.e. Government).

Env – Cat C;
IR – Cat C

Env – Cat C
IR – Cat C

Env - Management of waste water from nonu fruit cleaning activities and regular factory
wash-down; low level of solid and liquid wastes;
IR – none; operation is in a leased warehouse/factory.

Products – nonu
puree
Victorene’s
Investments

12

Env - Management of municipal solid wastes associated with packaging produce – low
volume thus low risk; recycling of waste water;
IR – none; operation is on freehold land belonging to Client.

Products: assorted
fresh vegetables
Tautua Samoa
Nonu, Levili, Apia,
Upolu

10

11

Env - Potential construction impacts for the planned slaughter house; operational impacts
such as the management of waste from slaughterhouse and butchery; solid waste
management from the purified water operation; and safety and health issues pertaining to
the use, handling and storage of agrochemicals for horticultural operations.

Products: taro,
breadfruit and
banana chips for
snacks
Vicky’s Coconut
Jams
Product – coconut
based jams

Env – Cat C
IR – Cat C

Env - Management of skin peelings of taro, breadfruits and bananas; disposal and of used
cooking oil; cooking oil containers and packaging waste.
IR – none; operation is on Client’s property (freehold land).

Env – Cat C
IR – Cat C

Env – low waste volume – from labelling offcuts/discards; waste water from bottle-cleaning
and floor cleaning operations. Low impact/risk.
IR – none; operation is on Client’s property; freehold land.

12

No.

Name of SABS supported
subproject

13

Pauli Faafetai’s Plantation,
Salelologa Savaii

Initial
Environmenta
l
&
IR
Screening
Env – Cat B
IR – Cat C

Product: taro for export
and local market

14

15

Taualagi Ulimasao
Enterprises, Puapua,
Savaii
Product: dried copra
Foundation for Farming,
Saanapu
(Saolotoga
Mimio)

Env – Cat C
IR – Cat C

Issues of Concern for Monitoring

Env – management of agri-chemicals (weedicides) used in taro plantation;
potential construction impacts associated with proposed farm road upgrade
within the taro plantation; management of wastewater from taro cleaning
activities
IR – none; plantation is on family customary land; taro cleaning activities is
at Client’s residence
Env – disposal of by-products - coconut husks and coconut shells;
IR – none; operation is on Client’s family land (customary owned)

Env – Cat B
IR – Cat C

Env – threat of extension into and loss of surrounding native forest and
biodiversity; management of agri-chemicals
IR – none; customary land

16

17

Products: taro for export
and local market
Tupaemanaia Liu’s
Integrated Farms,
Salelologa Savaii.
Products:
assorted
vegetables
for
local
market; taro for export and
local market.
Purpose Plantation,
Aleisa, Upolu
Products: taro for export
and local market; fruits
and vegetables for local
market.

Env – Cat B
IR – Cat C

Env – management of agri-chemicals.
IR – no issues of concern; lease of customary lands is in order;

Env – Cat B
IR – Cat C

Env – management of agri-chemicals; proper environmental management
of farm road construction activities.
IR – none; leased land from Samoa Land Corporation.

13

No.

Name of SABS supported
subproject

Initial
Environmental
& IR Screening

18

E-Life
Samoa
Wild
Tumeric, Moto’otua, Apia

Env – Cat C
IR – Cat C

Env – Cat B
IR – Cat C

Products: taro for export;
assorted vegetables for
local market
Sala Sagato Plantation
(SAPE)

Env – Cat B
IR – Cat C

20
Product: taro for export
and local market
Samoa
AgroMarketing
(John Low)

22

23

Env – management of agri-chemicals;
IR – none; freehold land belonging to Client’s family.

19

21

Env – management of waste water from fruit-cleaning operations; disposal
of municipal waste from factory-cleaning operations. Low volumes, low risk.
IR – No issues of concern. Operation is in old ice-cream factory belonging
to the Client

Products: turmeric based
healthy beverages and
pulps.
Ioane and Dora
Maposua’s Farm

Issues of Concern for Monitoring

Middle man operation –
taro exporter
Ola Pacifica
Products – dried cocoa
beans for export to NZ and
Europe
Ofisa Levave (FaleasiuUta, Upolu)

Env – management of agri-chemicals; possible impact on sensitive
ecosystems/habitats from continuing land clearing.
IR – none. Land is leased from SLC.

Env – Cat C
IR – Cat C

Env – none other than managing waste water from taro cleaning activities;
not significant.

Env – Cat C
IR – Cat C

IR – none; Client had previously intended construction of a packing house
on leased land but decided the site was unsuitable. .
Env – none; dried cocoa beans collected from farmers; minimal waste from
sorting, packing and containerizing.
IR – none; operation is on Client’s family land.

Env – Cat C

Env – management of agri-chemicals; potential expansion into native
forests and sensitive ecosystems.

IR – Cat C

14

Products: fresh and frozen
taro for exports; fresh
vegetables for local
market
Misiluki Skin Care
Products
24

Products – skin care oilbased products for export
(Australia, Europe) and
local spas.
Frankies Sunshine Farms
(Poultry and vegetable
farm)

IR – none; customary land but occupied by Client’s family for generation
without dispute.
Env – Cat C.

Env – none of significance; minimum waste generated

IR – Cat C

IR – none; operation is in Client’s home.

Env – Cat B

Env – construction impacts for new hen house and sorting/packaging facility;
during the operational phase - management of chicken manure; and
municipal waste generated from packing activities.

IR – Cat C

25
Products: fresh eggs;
vegetables - for local
market
Fuatino Oils

IR – none; land is Client’s freehold property.
Env – Cat C
IR – Cat C

Env – management of low level of production & municipal wastes; operation
is small and under-roof;

Env – Cat B
IR – Cat C

IR – no issues of concern; project is housed in private home on freehold
land; no threat of foul odour or of waste discharge to neighboring properties;
Env – construction impacts; during operational phase - potential foul smell
affecting neighboring population ; management of solid and liquid waste.

26

Feépo Enterprises (Taro
King)
27

Product: suckling pigs for
restaurant and catering
business.
Satuala Development
Products: taro and kava

IR – possibility of social grievances from surrounding population if there is
foul smell during the operational phase. No land related issues.
Env – Cat B
IR – Cat C

Env – precautionary Cat B – risk of expansion into undisturbed native forests
and sensitive ecosystems albeit considered low; use of agri-chemicals,
mainly weedicides – safe storage, handling and application.

28
IR – no issues of concern; land is customary owned but occupied and used
by client over several generations without dispute.

15

Env – Cat C;
IR – Cat C

Potoga Plantation
29

IR – no issues of concern; land is freehold and owned by client;
Env – Cat C;
IR – Cat C

Sunshine Farms # 2
30

Env – precautionary Cat B – low risk of expansion into pristine native
forests; use of weedicides and pesticides – safe storage and application.

Products: Vegetables and
herbs

Env – localized environmental impacts from installation of pre-fab
greenhouses; to be monitored; in the operational phase - use of
agrichemicals to be monitored closely for safe storage, handling and
application.
IR – no issues of concern; land is freehold and owned by client.

6. Monitoring Results
Table 2 below summarizes the monitoring results for the period 1 January – 30 June, 2020. It incorporates the results of the previous monitoring report (1 July 31 Dec 2019) to allow the tracking of any outstanding issues and or emerging trends, as well as highlights any progress made over the previous
monitoring period.

Table 3: Matrix of results and updated Effectiveness Rating (30 June, 2020)
30 June, 2020
31 December, 2019
Name of
Client

No
.

1

Samoa
Coconut
Clusters,
Vaisala,
Savaii

ESS
Category

Env - Cat C
EMP was
recommende
d;

High Risk
issues

Management of
waste water and
by-products
(coconut shells,
coconut water,

Status of
compliance
Still operating out of the
previous
location
pending construction of
new factory. Production
is intermittent depending
on orders from clients.

Updated ER /
Recommended
next actions
ER – 3.5
HACCP certification is
recommended.
Open

drains

for

Status of
compliance
Still operating out of the
previous
location
pending construction of
new factory. Production
is sporadic, depending
on orders some from

Updated ER /
Recommended
next actions
ER – 3.5
HACCP certification is
recommended.
Open

drains

for
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EMP
was
Prepared,
reviewed by
PUMA
before
issuing of
DC.

wastewater from
cleaning operation;
Extraction and
and
disposal of used
oils from
centrifuge;

Liquid
wastes
are
conveyed in open drains
to a sump in an open
area near a resident, with
pigs feeding off it. Solid
waste is collected but
overall operations lack
overall cleanliness.
New factory construction
still on hold pending
court case over proposed
site. Court decision
expected on 24 January
2020..

IR – Cat C

wastewater needs to be
covered up; whole
operation is too near
owners residence and
house where workers
sleep.
ESS screening required
for new site once
confirmed.
A signed landowners
consent is required for
the use of extended
family land.

.

2

Mailelani
Cosmetics

Env – Cat C
IR – Cat C

Management of
solid and liquid
wastes (albeit low
volumes)

Solid and liquid waste
management
in
compliance.

ER - 4

overseas clients but
which are now affected
by COVID 19 travel
restrictions..
Liquid
wastes are conveyed in
open drains to a sump
in an open area near a
resident, with pigs
feeding off it. Solid
waste is collected but
overall operations lack
overall cleanliness.

wastewater needs to be
covered up; whole
operation is too near
owners residence and
house where workers
sleep. Best to relocate
to a more isolated
location.

No new information on
progress made in
securing a site for the
new factory, which
previously was reported
as awaiting a Court
decision on 24 January
2020.

A signed landowners
consent
will
be
requested for the use of
extended family land.

Operation is closed due
to COVID 19 pandemic.

ER - 4

30 June, 2020

31 December, 2019
No
.

Name of
Client

ESS
Category

High Risk
issues

T&H
Plantation
Ltd, Aleisa,
Upolu Is

Env - Cat
B

Management of
wastes / by
products from
production

IR – Cat C

Status of
compliance
Solid
and
liquid
waste management
practices previously
reported are well
maintained.

Updated ER and
Recommended Next
Actions
ER – 4
Maintain
existing
waste
management

ESS screening required
for new site once
confirmed.

Status of
compliance
Factory is closed;
due to lost access
to
overseas
markets, as result

Updated ER and
Recommended Next
Actions
ER – 4
Maintain
existing
waste management
regimes.

17

3

process during
operational
phase;

Products:
snack foods
(taro,
banana
chips for
local and
export)

regimes.
Discharged
of
starchy waste water
into soak pit is
working well. There
are no impacts on
the
surrounding
environment, and no
complaints
from
neighbors.

IR – no issues

of restrictions in
international flights
due to COVID-19
lockdown.

IR – no issues

Workers
now
redirected
(parttime only – 3
days/week) to taro
plantation work;
Management
(storage, handling
and application) of
agrochemicals are
in compliance.

31 December 2019
o.

Name of
Client

ESS
Category

High Risk
issues

SVM –
Green
(Aleisa)

Env - Cat C
IR – Cat C

Management of
of
agrichemicals.

Products –
fresh
vegetables
for local
market
Savaii Koko,
Vaisala,
5
Savaii

Possible loss of
forests in planned
expansion into
new areas
Green, Aleisa, Upolu Is
Env - Cat C
Management of
IR – Cat C
solid waste; dry
cocoa pods;

Status of
compliance
There
were
no
outstanding issues
with pesticides safe
storage
and
application.

.
Cocoa pods are
dried then mulch

Updated ER and
Recommended
Next Actions

ER – 4
Maintain existing
measures
for
storage
and
application of agrichemicals.
ER – 4

30 June, 2020
Status of
compliance
Agrochemicals
storage,
handling
and application are
in compliance.
No plans to expand
to any new forested
areas.
No
solid
waste
management issues.
Cocoa
pods
mulching is on-going

Updated ER and
Recommended Next
Actions

ER – 4
Maintain
existing
measures
for
storage
and
application of agrochemicals.
ER – 4
Maintain

existing

18

using a mechanical
mulcher,
mulched
cocoa pods are use
to produce potting
mix for nursery.

Products –
dry cocoa
beans for
export to
NZ; cocoa
butter.

IR – No concerns

Maintain existing
measures
for
storage
and
application of agrichemicals,
and
mulching of pods
for nursery use.

and
on
an
increasingly larger;
with mulch now
collected by local
farmers for use in
their farms.

measures
for
storage
and
application of agrichemicals,
and
mulching of pods for
nursery use.

IR – No concerns

31 December 2019
No
.

6

Name of
Client

ESS
Category

Samoa
Meats
Supplies,
Alaoa,
Upolu Is

Env - Cat C

Products:
assorted
meat cuts
(butchery)

IR – Cat C

High Risk
issues

Environ - Liquid
waste and
waste water
management;
possible odor
impact on
neighbors;

Status of
compliance
Management of liquid
waste has improved
in the butchery with
new covered ducts on
floor for collecting
waste
water
and
conveying them to
septic tank.

Improved drainage on
the
outside
has
eliminated overflow
onto a neighbor’s
property.
Operation is HACCP
certified.

Updated ER and
Recommended
Next Actions
ER – 4
Maintain existing
safeguards
measures for liquid
and solid waste
management.

Monitor possible
overflow to
neighbor’s
property during
rainy season.

30 June, 2020
Status of
compliance
Liquid waste
collection and
management
previously reported is
working well;
operation in
compliance.

Outside drainage for
avoiding overflow
onto a neighbour’s
property is being
used to temporarily
store some roofing
iron and timber and
may result in
blockage and
overflow of drainage.

Updated ER and
Recommended Next
Actions
ER – 4

Client was advised to
(i) remove materials
to avoid blocking
drainage and (ii)
monitor closely septic
tank overflow if it is
affected by the new
shed built
immediately (less
than 3m) below it .

A storage shed is

19

built immediately
below the septic tank
and may block the
tank overflow. Have
advised Client to
monitor this situation
closely.

Island
Shopper’s
Butchery

7

Env - Cat B
PEAR and
EMP
Recommend
ed
for
PUMA DC.
IR – Cat C

Solid and liquid
waste management;

Slaughter house is
not operational still;
awaiting machinery
to be installed and
tested. Client
advised that
butchery should be
opened by February
2020. The operation
will be visited once it
is operational.

ER - 4

Will be assessed
for ER once
slaughter house is
operational.

Slaughter house has
been operational
since March, on an
intermittent basis.
Limited waste
observed during
inspection mainly
because beasts are
slained off-site and
are delivered to the
slaughterhouse in
halves, i.e. no blood,
hide and innards. All
bones and offcuts
are sold as dog
food, with remnants
disposed into septic
tank during daily
wash-down.

ER – 4

Regular (daily)
wash-down of all
meat processing
areas essential.

Enforced PPE for
butchers.
Close monitoring of
waste management
when animals are
put-down in the
facility (i.e. wastes
include blood,
innards, and hide).

20

31 December 2019
No.

Name of
Client

Lata
Plantation,
Lata,
Savaii.

8

9

Activities
proposed
include
slaughterho
use,
horticulture
, & bottled
water

ESS
Categories

High Risk
issues

Env - Cat
B – PEAR
and ESMP
recommen
ded for
slaughterh
ouse;

Waste
management
during
operation
phase of
slaughter
house /
butchery;
bottled water
operation.

IR – Cat C

Safe
application and
storage of
agricultural
chemicals.

Healthy
Hydroponic
s

Env – Cat

Products –

IR – Cat C

C
Municipal
waste

Status of
compliance
Plans for butchery
on hold; client hires
MAF’s
mobile
butchery
and
personnel
for
slaughtering cattle;
cheaper option. No
waste issues.
Solid waste
generation is
minimal at the
bottled water facility
but properly
managed.
Chemicals
(weedicides and
insecticides) for the
vegetable farm are
safely stored.
Handling of
chemicals by
workers comply
with OHS best
practice.
No issues of
concern. Hydroponic
operation is organic.
Hydroponic solution
is recycled. Solid

Updated ER and
Recommended Next
Actions
ER – 4
Continue to use MAF
slaughterhouse unit.

Maintain current
practice for safe
storage and
application of agrichemicals.

Obtain HACCP
certification for bottled
water operation.

30 June, 2020
Status of
compliance
Plans for butchery still
on hold; use of MAF’s
mobile slaughter unit
generates no waste
issues.
Waste management
in bottled water
factory in compliance;
also low volumes.

Agrichemicals
storage, handling and
application is highly
satisfactory.

Operation unaffected
by COVID – 19
pandemic.

ER – 4
Maintain existing
management
measures

No issues of
concern. Hydroponic
operation is organic.
Hydroponic solution
is recycled. Solid

Updated ER and
Recommended Next
Actions
ER – 4
Continue to use MAF
slaughterhouse unit.

Maintain current
practice for safe
storage and
application of agrichemicals.

HCCP certification for
bottled water
operation not
considered high
priority by Client for
local market due to
cost; not until water is
exported.

ER – 4
Maintain existing
management
measures.

21

assorted
vegetables

management.

wastes are limited in
volume to plastic
and cardboard
offcuts from packing
activities. These are
collected and
disposed in PUMA
managed landfill in
Tafaigata.

wastes are limited in
volume to plastic
and cardboard
offcuts from packing
activities. These are
collected and
disposed in PUMA
managed landfill in
Tafaigata.

Recent expansion
on client’s own land;
no IR issues.

Recent expansion
on client’s own land;
no IR issues.
Operation
unaffected by
COVID 19
pandemic.
30 June, 2020

31 December 2019
No.

10

Name of
Client

Tautua
Samoa
Nonu,
Levili, Apia.
Products –
nonu puree

ESS
Categories

Env – Cat
C
IR – Cat C

High Risk
issues

Solid and
wastewater
management.

Status of
compliance
Operation was in
progress during visit.
Wastewater
is
limited to water from
cleaning of noni fruit;
wastewater
is
.
conveyed by a duct
to a sump outside
factory with overflow
into a public road
drainage.
Observed
deseeding operation

Updated ER and
Recommended Next
Actions
ER – 4
Maintenance
of
current standards of
cleanliness.

HACCP certification
recommended.

Updated ER and
Recommended Next
Actions

Status of
compliance
Operation
operational.

fully

Solid and liquid
waste management
is in accordance
with best practice.
IR – operation is
looking for a new
and more spacious
location.
Possible

ER – 4

Maintenance
of
current standards of
cleanliness.

HACCP certification
recommended
(irrespective
of
location)

22

at SROS facilities
(leased). No waste
at both sites. Seeds
from
de-seeding
machine
are
collected and are
stored in sacks for
oil
extraction,
according to Client.

Victorene’s
Investment
s

Env – Cat
B
IR – Cat C

11

Products –
snack
foods –
taro &
banana
chips for
snacks, for
local and
export
market.

Management of
solid and liquid
waste; peelings
of taro and
bananas;
waste water
from cleaning
operation; used
oil from
cooking, used
oil containers.

Waste water from
cleaning operations
is conveyed by open
drain into a soak pit.

Peelings of taro and
bananas are either
cooked for animal
feed and or
disposed in landfill.
Biodegradable.
Used cooking oil is
taken
home
in
containers
by
workers
for
domestic use. Also
used oil containers
is given away.

lease
of
Government facility
or land.

Any new location
will require proper
safeguards
screening.

Operation
is
intermittent
and
dependent
on
orders
from
overseas
clients.
Was largely dormant
during
most
of
COVID
lockdown
due to downturn in
market demand.
ER – 4
Maintain
existing
cleaning practices
and
waste
management.

HACCP certification
recommended.

Chips-making
operation closed as
a result of COVID
19. Market collapse
(Samoans
and
tourists
travelling
overseas).

ER – 4

Maintain
existing
cleaning practices
and
waste
management once
operations restart.

HACCP certification
ideal but would gain
no
competitive
advantage in the
local market.

Renovation
just
completed (tiling of
floor and expansion

23

for more space) to
improve hygiene.
30 June, 2020

31 December 2019
No.

12

Name of
Client

Vicky’s
Coconut
Jams

ESS
Categories

High Risk
issues

Env – Cat

None.

C
IR – Cat C

Pauli
Fa’afetai’
s Taro
Plantation
,

Env – Cat
B

Operation was in full
production supplying
a lucrative market in
American Samoa.
By-products
(coconut
shells,
desiccated
coconuts) are well
managed. Coconut
shells
burnt
to
produce
charcoal
that
is
sold;
dessicated coconuts
mixed with other
food waste for pig
feed.
Packing
waste is minimal
and is collected and
disposed
in
the
PUMA landfill in
Tafaigata.

Product –
bottled
coconut
jams

13

Status of
compliance

Management of
agri-chemicals;
Construction
impacts of

Operation is HACCP
certified.
Only MAF approved
weedicide is used.
Storage of
chemicals are safe
(locked in container
at Client’s

Updated ER and
Recommended Next
Actions
ER – 4

Maintain
existing
standards
and
management
practices.

ER - 4
This rating is based
on the standard of
agri-chemicals
management.

Status of
compliance

Updated ER and
Recommended Next
Actions

Operation
was
closed for most of
the reporting period
as a result of lost
access to its main
market in American
Samoa,
due
to
COVID
19
lockdown. Client is
taking first steps to
restart
operation
with borders with
American
Samoa
now open.

ER – 4

Chemicals used and
management
(storage, handling
and application) in
compliance.

ER - 4

Maintain
existing
standards
and
management
practices.

No IR issues.

This rating is based
on the standard of
agri-chemicals
management.
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IR – Cat C

proposed road
upgrade.

Salelolog
a,

residence). OHS
requirements for
weedicide handling
and application are
complied with.

Savaii.
Plans for farm road
upgrade not yet
carried out.

ESMP
for
road
upgrade
already
prepared with SABS
assistance.
Road
contractor will be
required to complied
with ESMP if this
goes ahead.

Plans for farm road
upgrade not yet
carried out.
There are no land
issues.

ESMP
for
road
upgrade
already
prepared with SABS
assistance.
Road
contractor will be
required to complied
with ESMP if this
goes ahead.

There are no land
issues.
30 June, 2020

31 December 2019
No.

14

15

Name of
Client

ESS
Categories

High Risk
issues

Taualagi
Ulimamasa
o
Enterprises

Env – Cat

Management of
by-products –
coconut husks
and coconut
shells.

Foundatio
n
for
Farming
(Siumu)

Env – Cat

C
IR – Cat C

B

Possible loss of
virgin old
growth
secondary

Status of
compliance
Coconut husks piling
up still but there are
no adverse impacts
resulting from it.
Occasionally, people
collect husks for free
for
firewood,
gardening and other
landscaping
purposes.

Not monitored for
this report – clients
were unavailable
initially then
monitoring was

Updated ER and
Recommended Next
Actions
ER 3.5
Continue to explore
reuse options for byproducts.

NA.

Status of
compliance

Updated ER and
Recommended Next
Actions

Accumulated
coconut
husks
continue
although
there are no serious
adverse
environmental
impacts but visual
nuisance.
Occasionally,
people collect husks
for free for firewood,
gardening and other
landscaping
purposes.

ER 3.5

No site visit (to farm)
possible. But
chemical storage
shed was visited
(next to clients’

ER - 3

Continue to explore
reuse options for byproducts.

Site visit is
necessary once

25

IR – Cat C

forests.
Management of
agrochemicals.

Tupaeman
aia
Liu’s
Inte-grated
Farm
16

Env – Cat
B
IR – Cat C

Management of
agri-chemicals.

Products –
assorted
vegetables
,
taro,
bananas

deferred as a result
of the measles
outbreak, then later
the CVID 19
outbreak.
Location is quite
remote.
Agri-chemicals are
stored safely and
handled
satisfactorily
in
accordance
with
best practice.

garage) and found
satisfactory.

weather permits.

Location is quite
remote.
ER – 4
Maintain current
measures for
handling and
storage of agrichemicals.

The Client’s used of
leased customary
lands is also in
order. Lease
agreements were
sighted and verified.

ER 4
Agri-chemicals are
stored safely and
handled
satisfactorily
in
accordance
with
best practice.

Must consult MAF re
identification of
agrochemicals.

Identification
of
agro-chemicals not
possible; labels etc
are in Chinese.
IR – no issues.
30 June, 2020

31 December 2019
No.

Name of
Client

Purpose
Plantation
, Aleisa

ESS
Categories

Env – Cat B
IR – Cat C

High Risk
issues

Status of
compliance

Management of
agricultural
chemicals
(weedicides);

Weedcides and
pesticides safely
locked away;
handling in
accordance with
best OHS practices.

Expansion to
sensitive
habitats

Farm roads were
constructed without
SABS knowledge.
Environmental

17

Updated ER and
Recommended Next
Actions
ER 4
Maintain current
chemical
management and
OHS practices.
SABS to be
informed prior to any
further roading
activity.

Status of
compliance
Weedcides and
pesticides safely
stored; handling in
accordance with
best OHS practices.
No adverse
environmental
issues with recently
formed farmed
roads.

Updated ER and
Recommended Next
Actions
ER 4
Maintain current
chemical
management and
OHS practices.
SABS to be
informed prior to any
further roading
activity.
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impact limited.

E-Life
Samoa
Wild
Tumeric,
Matootua.

Env – Cat
C
IR – Cat C

Management of
solid and liquid
wastes

Solid and liquid
waste minimum;
packaging and from
wash-down
operation. HACCP
certified.

ER 4;
Maintain current
standards of
cleanliness and
waste management.

Partly affected by
COVID 19 with
owner still stranded
in Australia while on
marketing trip.

ER 4;
Maintain current
standards of
cleanliness and
waste management.

Solid and liquid
wastes are well
managed. Two
workers (one is CoOwner Elena)
keeping low level
production for local
market. minimum;

18

HACCP certified
renewed.
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John
&
Dora
Maposua
Farm,
Aleisa

Env – Cat
B
IR – Cat C

Sala
Sagato
Farm,

Env – Cat

Fiaga
&
Fasitoouta.

IR – Cat C

20

B

Management of
agricultural
chemicals.

Agri-chemicals are
stored and handled
satisfactorily in
accordance with
best OHS practice.

Management of
agri-chemicals.

Planting site was
visited;
available
land for expansion
was
previously
cultivated
i.e.
secondary
bushland; not
of
conservation
significance
or
pristine.

Management of
solid and liquid
waste from
taro-cleaning
operations.
Expansion

of

ER – 4
Maintain current
practices of agrichemicals
management.
ER – 4
Maintain current
practices of agrichemical storage,
handing and
application.

Agri-chemicals are
stored and handled
satisfactorily in
accordance with
best OHS practice.
This client was not
monitored for this
report;
owner
unavailable.

ER – 4
Maintain current
practices of agrichemicals
management.
ER – 4

Maintain current
practices of agrichemical storage,
handing and
application.
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plantation into
forested areas
and sensitive
habitats.

No impact on any
sensitive habitats.
Weedicides
only.
Storage,
handling
and application are
in compliance with
standard
best
practice, for OHS.
Land is leased land
from Samoa Land
Corporation. Client
is in compliance.
30 June, 2020

31 December 2019
No.

21

Name of
Client

Ofisa
Levave,
Taro
Plantation,
Aleisa.

22

Samoa
AgroMarketing

ESS
Categories

High Risk
issues

Env – Cat

Management of
agrichemicals
(Weedicides)

B;
IR – Cat C

Env – Cat

No issues;

C

Waste water
from cleaning
taro & solid
waste minimum
and
biodegradable.

IR – Cat C
Product:
taro
for

Status of
compliance
Chemical
management and
application follow
best OHS practice;
storage safe.

Operation
intermittent; not
operational during
inspection.

Updated ER and
Recommended Next
Actions
ER – 4
Maintain current
practices of agrichemical storage,
handing and
application.

NA

Status of
compliance
Chemical
management and
application follow
best OHS practice;
New storage facility
on site but bulk
storage is at the
owner’s residence
(garage).
Operation
intermittent; not
operational during
inspection.

Updated ER and
Recommended Next
Actions
ER – 4
Maintain current
practices of agrichemical storage,
handing and
application.

NA

Inactive status due
to COVID 19
pandemic.
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export;

30 June, 2020

31 December 2019
No.
23

24

25

26

Name of
Client

ESS
Categories

High Risk
issues

Misiluki
Skin Care
products
(oils,
lotions
etc.)
Fuatino
Oils,
Faatoia.

Env – Cat
C
IR – Cat C

No issues;
Scale small production
waste
minimum;

Operation is in early
start-up phase but
laboratory and
production area are
well presented and
spotless.

Env – Cat

No issues.

ER - 4

IR – Cat C

Operation is on hold
due to COVID 19
pandemic; lost
access to export
market.

ER - 4

Virgin
coconut
oils
Sunshine
Farm
(Frankie’s)
Poultry
Farm

No issue; scale
small production
waste
minimum.
Impacts from
construction
activities;
waste
management.

Facilities under
construction at time
of inspection.
Safeguards
instruments (PEAR
& ESMP) and
Development
Consent from PUMA
approved.

ER – 4

Facilities fully
operational.

ER – 4

Smell from
piggery during
operational
phase;
management of
pigs waste.

SABS is funding
costs of PEAR and
ESMP. Both
safeguards
instruments are
required for a
Development

NA.

Products –
eggs
for
local
market
Fe’epo
Enterprises
(Taro King)
Products –
pig farm

C

Env – Cat
B
IR – Cat C

Env – Cat
B
IR – Cat C

Status of
compliance

Updated ER and
Recommended Next
Actions
ER-4

Close monitoring of
operational phase,
especially handling
of chicken manure
(for smell).

Piggery construction
on hold pending
PUMA DC approval.

Status of
compliance
Operation is on hold
due to COVID 19
pandemic.

Updated ER and
Recommended Next
Actions
ER - 4

Management of
chicken manure fully
automated; no smell
issue. Overall
cleanliness highly
satisfactory.
Construction is in
progress albeit stopstart manner.
DC from PUMA
received.

NA
Close monitoring of
construction phase
continues a la
ESMP.
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Consent Application
with PUMA.
27

Ola
Pacifica

Env – Cat
C
IR – Cat C

Solid waste
management;

28

Satuala
Developme
nt
Potoga
Farm

Env – Cat
C
IR – Cat C
Env – Cat
C
IR – Cat C
Env – Cat
B
IR – Cat C

Limited use of
agri-chemicals

29
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Frankie’s
Sunshine
Farm # 2

Limited use of
agri-chemicals
Construction
impacts;

No issues; level of
solid waste not
significant;

ER – 4

Not operational
during COVID 19
pandemic; lost
access to export
markets.
New client;
approved in June
2020
New client;
approved in June
2020
In design phase;
construction to start
in 2 weeks; have
requested
compliance with
MNRE DC
requirements.

NA

NA.

NA.

NA
Installation of
greenhouses and
hydroponics and
fertigation systems
to be monitored
closely.
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7.

Overview of environmental and social impacts

SABS clients comprise of primary producers (mainly planters of taro and vegetables), and
secondary/value-added manufacturers. Primary producers’ potential environmental impacts are
typically the following (i) the management of agr-chemicals, mainly weedicides; (ii) risk of
expansion into / loss of pristine environments such as native forests and other sensitive
ecosystems, and (iii) environmental degradation resulting from earthmoving activities such as
facilities and farm roads construction. Value-added ventures’ main areas of potential
environmental impacts are (i) waste management (both solid and liquid) and construction
impacts where new facilities are built. Occupational health and safety concerns apply to all
agribusinesses where agrichemicals are utilized especially the use of highly toxic weedicides
(Glyphosphate). With regards to the slaughterhouse operations, occupational health and safety
concerns stem from the risk to physical injury pose by the use of sharp butchery knives and
hooks and sometimes factory floors that can sometimes be slippery. In most manufacturing
ventures, wastes are municipal in nature, generated by daily cleaning activities (both of produce
and facilities), and from packaging offcuts, damaged goods and other similar debris.
Impacts on pristine and sensitive environments and habitats are commonly associated with the
use of customary lands for taro and kava plantations, where planned expansion and upscaling
threatens surrounding native forests and sensitive habitats, some of which may be of
conservation significance. This is an increasingly important issue as a number of clients (both
old and new) are actively engaged in expanding and clearing virgin forests in ecologically
sensitive upland (montane) areas.
Social impacts are those associated with the potential for economic and physical displacement
as a result of land acquisition. Experience to date with all supported clients show there are no
physical and economic displacement but there is a need for compliance with requirements for
development consents and permits, and consultation with potentially affected persons. Land
ownership deeds including lease documentation need to be sighted.
A new SABS funded activity threatens an environmental amenity (air quality) with local residents
petitioning PUMA to decline its application for a Development Consent.

8.

Emerging Challenges

One new challenge is identified in this report, in additional to those previously reported, and
reiterated here to underscore their continuing relevance.
1.
Some clients are embarking on new activities that trigger ADB safeguards without
SABS prior knowledge. The main activity with serious environmental impacts is the construction
of farm roads.
2.
Most new applicants are not keen to comply with PUMA requirements for
Development Consent (DC) because of the cost involved in the preparation of applications
which include an environmental assessment report. DC applications also take time and are a
source of frustration for potential clients.
3.
Monitoring the impacts of agricultural activities in remote areas is physically difficult
given limited road access. In a previous report, the use of a drone was requested.
4.
Expansion of plantations on customary lands into surrounding pristine or old
secondary forests is a concern. In Samoa, such expansion is driven as much by profitmaximizing business objectives as they are by land grabbing motives. The proposed
agribusiness venture is often the incentive for extensive land clearing to claim land use and
occupation rights over customary lands. This type of activity triggers ADB’s Safeguards Policy
on Environment, and the risk of facilitating an irreversible impact such as the loss of virgin native
forests, makes the task of categorization a fine line between Category A and B. The
precautionary principle espouses by the Convention on Biological Diversity suggests the risk
involved should make Category A the logical choice, meaning such proposals are not eligible for
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SABS funding. The reality however is that withholding of SABS assistance will have no impact
on the developers’ behavior because land clearing is relatively inexpensive. Besides there are
also no Samoa Government legislation for regulating the large-scale clearing of native forests
3
on customary lands for agricultural purposes . Thus with or without SABS involvement, the
impact on upland virgin forests and or ecologically sensitive forested environments is likely to
continue. The issue for SABS is – should the project be complicit in the deforestation of virgin
upland forests in Samoa? On the positive side, SABS is raising an issue directly with the
responsible developers that is not at all recognized and discussed amongst Government
agencies and Non-Government Organizations with environmental conservation responsibilities.
5.
There have been two incidences where SABS funding approval was granted for new
proposals/clients (Feépo Company’s piggery farm and Sunshine Farms # 2), without
consideration of safeguards requirements. In both cases, the ESS Advisor was not informed but
since both came to light, the environmental and social safeguards screening and assessments
were carried out and completed albeit ex-post.
This issue had been discussed with the National Facility Manager. Thus while the proper SABS
appraisal process is not fully adhered to, safeguards standards have not been compromised, at
least, at the sub-project implementation level.
Both cases suggest a worrying disregard for safeguards at the project approval stage and for
the environmental sustainability and social acceptability pillar that is fundamental to the SABS
design.

9.

Findings

1.

Thirty (30) SABS clients are covered in this Report, four more than in the previous
report. All thirty are at various stages of operation with SABS assistance, in the form of financial
and business support or in some cases, business support only.

2.

4

The four new clients are primary producers of taro for exports vegetables for the local
market and livestock (pigs).

3.

The two most common environmental safeguards issues of concern at the operational
phase are (i) solid and liquid waste management and (ii) the management of agrichemicals. Of
the four new clients, Sunshine Farms and Fe’epo Co. involve new constructions with the latter
required to prepare an environmental impact assessment.

4.

All 26 clients from the previous report have maintained their Effectiveness Ratings;
with 1 Client at ER 3; 2 clients at ER 3.5 and 20 clients at ER 4. Two ‘old’ clients have no ER in
this report for various reasons, and will be assigned their base ERs’ in the next report. The four
(4) new clients will be ER-assessed in the next report.

5.

Twelve (12) clients have been directly affected by the COVID-19 lockdown, mostly
due to loss of access to overseas markets. Eighteen (18) are unaffected including the four new
clients.
Fe’epo Co. Ltd’s proposed piggery farm in Falelauniu prompted a complaint by
several local residents to the PUMA. PUMA carried out consultations and investigations,
reviewed the client’s Development Consent (DC) application which included an preliminary
environmental assessment report (PEAR), and granted the Client a Development Consent (DC).
The piggery’s construction (integrated with a biogas generation facility as a mitigation measure

6.

3
4

Except where the affected forest is part of a designated water catchment area.

Sunshine Farm (Frankie’s) Fertigation and Hydroponics Farm, Satuala Development, Fe’epo Enterprises and Ofisa
Levave Plantation.
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for foul odour) is in progress. The threat of degradation of air quality amenity remains to be seen
and will be monitored closely once the facility is operational.

7.

Two clients were approved without the required safeguards screening and
assessment. Since this situation was identified, corrective measures were implemented in the
case of Feepo Co, and are being implemented for Sunshine Farms as of this report’s writing
and submission. To be noted, SABS’ safeguards requirements have not been compromised.

8.

Twelve clients reported partial/temporary or total stoppages in production activities
allegedly as a result of the impacts of COVID 19 pandemic. In all cases, loss of access to export
markets following the closure of borders for international air travel, was the reason cited. In six
5
cases, five have had enforced layoffs of workers. The exception is TH Plantation which had
retained all 17 factory workers on a part time basis (3 days a week) engaging them in other
related business activities i.e. expanding taro and banana plantation as a source of raw
materials for the snack chips factory.
One client (Mailelani Cosmetics) had diversified into new products (designed men’s
clothing and specialty ready-to-eat foods) to stay afloat.

9.

10.

All 30 clients have no Involuntary Resettlement issues of concern except for Samoa
Coconut Clusters which is in the process of identifying a site for a new factory. Ownership of the
preferred site is in dispute and was being contested by other parties in Court.

11.

One grievance was noted during the period. This is discussed in (6) above. The
grievance has not been resolved to the satisfaction of the aggrieved parties, and will likely arise
in the near future depending on the impact of the approved facility on the areas air quality.

12.

Conclusions

It’s been a challenging six-month period for twelve SABS clients which COVID 19 pandemic had
adversely affected. The social impacts are the loss of employment and household incomes for
both workers and revenue for the SABS clients. For the majority of clients who are unaffected,
production and marketing activities continue. Of these unaffected operations, safeguards
compliance was assessed to be Highly Satisfactory (ER = 3.5 – 4) for 23, and one was
assessed as Satisfactory (ER = 3). The four new clients (ER = NA) will be assessed and
assigned an ER status in the next report.
Overall, the level of safeguards compliance continues to be highly satisfactory.

13.

Recommendations

This report reiterates the recommendations given in the previous report. They remain valid.
These are

(i) Clients planning new activities – e.g. farming roads – not previously disclosed in their
applications, should inform SABS prior to those plans being implemented to allow prior
safeguards screening and where necessary, more detailed assessments and preparation of
appropriate safeguards instruments.

(ii) Consideration should be given to making eligibility for reimbursement of funds under
Component 2 tied to safeguards compliance. For example, reimbursement for the hire of
machinery for farm roads construction should not be approved if (i) no prior SABS screening for
environmental and social impacts was carried out and (ii) ex-post assessment of impacts found
them to be significantly negative and non-mitigatable.
5

Samoa Coconut Clusters, Mailelani Cosmetics, Victorene Investments, E-Life Tumeric Drinks,
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(iii) All proposals for SABS assistance should be approved only after safeguards screenings are
completed and safeguards assessments and recommendations are received by the National
Facility Manager.
***********
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Annex 1: Details of Monitoring Methodology and Process
The monitoring process for SABS involves the following:

(i)

the preparatory phase

A review of each client agribusiness’ file is carried out focusing on the following tasks • Review of the original rapid environmental assessment report
• Review of the environmental categorization form
• Review of the summary of the ESMS screening (Form 2)
• Identification of key environmental risks from the initial screening assessment (Form 2) that will
form the main focus of the site monitoring visit.
• For on-going projects, review of previous monitoring report and statuses.

(ii)

the site inspection including consultations

There is no strict order or process involved in conducting the site inspection. It is informal and
flexible and does not follow a sequence of prepared questions. Wherever possible, the SSA
inspects the premises unaccompanied. Checking focuses on (i) areas of concern and potential risk
areas identified from the desk review of initial screening and assessment reports or previous
monitoring reports; (ii) any tell-tale signs that may suggest non-compliance and (iii) in some cases,
where workers are present, for the SSA to interview them on specific issues e.g. how waste is
managed, where and how wastes are disposed, and what, if any, chemicals are used, issues on
relations with neighboring land owners e.g. if there have been any disagreement or disputes etc..
Possible tell-tale signs to look out for include signs that may suggest use of unauthorized
ingredients or chemicals (e.g. empty chemical containers (canisters, bottles, packaging or sacks),
unmanaged discharges or leakages of wastewater and or liquid effluents from the production
process into the surrounding environment, etc..
Where issues of concern are observed, the SSA takes note and brings it to the attention of the
client during the site visit.
At the end of the site inspection, the SSA gives a brief run-down of the findings vis-à-vis

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

the key safeguards issues that were being followed up,

other issues of concern that were observed during the visit
an overall assessment of how well these issues are being addressed based on the
observations just made.
(iv)
Advice, if necessary, on how to better address issues observed.
Where there is a clear case of non-compliance, this is brought to the attention of the client.
Discussions include suggestions of remedial measures for dealing with the issue.
The site inspection ends with the subproject implementer being advised when to expect the next
monitoring visit. But safeguards issues of concern that were identified and for which further follow
up monitoring are required will be communicated to the clients concerned after the finalization
and submission of this report.

(iii)

Photos and video recordings

An important part of the inspection is ensuring sufficient photographic and video evidences are taken
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to support notes of observations made, and in most cases, to simply capture the overall look of
an operation.

(iv)

Drive-throughs

A few subprojects that involve vertical integration of supply chains and value-added operations, such
as large and sprawling coconut and cocoa plantations, inspections of plantation involve a simple
drive- through with stops at specific points as required to view specific safeguards related
evidences to help explain a specific issue or process/method.

*********
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Annex 2: Updated
Agribusinesses
1.

Descriptions

of

Current

SABS-supported

Samoa Coconut Clusters (SCC), Vaisala, Savaii

The Samoa Coconut Clusters Group proposes to produce virgin coconut oil extracted on site from
fresh coconuts supplied from a network of organically certified farmers in both Upolu and Savaii.
The operation consists of de-hulling, de-husking, de-shelling, extraction of the coconut meat,
mechanical oil extraction (through three-phase centrifugal process), bottling, labelling, packaging and
containerizing for shipping. De- hulling and de-husking are carried out off-site.
The main environmental concerns are waste management related. The production process will
generate the following waste products (i) Coconut shells; (ii) Coconut water; (iii) Coconut desiccate
(scraped coconut); (iv) waste water from centrifuge process and (v) used oil/lubricants. The
proposal involves the reuse of most of the above waste products to minimize accumulation as part
of its waste management strategy with a buyer apparently interested in buying coconut shells.
Table 1 below shows the predicted volumes of the said waste products and their proposed
alternative utilization.

Waste
Product

Predicted
Volume

Coconut
shell

17,416.08
kg

On sold to charcoal
makers or for
landscaping purposes

Converted to high value activated
carbon, shell dust for cosmetics and
carbon black for exports

Coconut
water

40.315m³

Stored in holding tanks
and
returned to coconut
plantations for irrigation
purposes

Conversion into coconut vinegar for
export

Coconut
desiccate

29,026.8
kg

On sold as animal feed

Converted to high value coconut flour
for export

Water

Process utilization or
Disposal

from
n.a.centrifuge process
Water to be filtered and
returned to process with
solids composted at Soil
Health Pacific
composting site at
Tapatapao

Used
lubricants
from
centrifuge

Not clear but used
lubricants need
collection
disposal.

Possible future utilization

Joint Project with SROS to extract
protein from water to be dried and sold
as
organic
vegetarian
protein.
Remainder of water to be filtered and
returned to process with solids
removed and sent for compost as per
initial process (Tapatapao composting
site)
No information
and proper

Update 30 June 2018:
Samoa Coconut Clusters (SCC) was relocated from their original site in Vaitele, Upolu to the island of
Savaii, on land belonging to one of the principals in the village of Satupaitea. This was reported
in the previous Monitoring report (Jul – Dec 2017). In this report, it was found that the SCC has
again moved from Satupaitea to the village of Vaisala on the western side of the island of Savaii. The
move was prompted by a dispute between the SCC principal who is a local chief, and the village
Council of Chiefs. The dispute is not related to the operations of SCC but the principal is banished
from the village as a result, hence the relocation.
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In its new location in Vaisala, SCC is in a transitional phase. The new site belongs to another
principal, with the operation now being installed on customary land. There is no formal land
lease or voluntary land donation agreement.
In the new site, an existing shed is being refurbished to accommodate the coconut oil extraction
operation, with 3-phase power installed, floor re-concreted to facilitate waste water collection
and disposal, solid waste management etc.. The principals expect production to start within a
week of the visit.

Update: 31 December, 2018
Samoa Coconut Clusters continues to operate from its make shift facilities in Vaisala. Oil
extraction is now regularized and the weekly level of production varies dependent on orders
from clients. On this visit, two workers were observed operating the oil extraction machine and
6
producing oil to supply a NZ client. An earlier visit in mid-October by the Safeguards Specialist
and the FM noted SSC’s charcoal making operation producing heavy smoke that makes its way
into the shed housing the oil extraction activities. Instructions were issued to relocate the
charcoal making activities to a distance location. On this final monitoring visit, the charcoal
making activities have been relocated to the cocoa plantation, a safe distance of about 5km
from the virgin-oil production operation, and isolated from the village residential area.
Waste-water is minimal and is properly conveyed by channels on the floor into a PVC pipe that
takes it into a covered sump pit safely located away from other areas of operation (such as
where coconuts are husked and extracted).
SCC has apparently applied for HACCP certification and that certification assessment is
pending.
There are no land issues with the new location and no complaints have been received from
nearby households.
Ablution facilities for employees are already existing in a separate house adjacent to the
production shed.
A follow-up visit is required to monitor the production process while in operation and to gauge
the effectiveness of measures for mitigating environmental impacts. Occupational health and
safety requirements for workers (including ablution facilities etc) need to be checked out.
There are no adverse social impacts envisaged at this stage. Likewise there are no complaints
received from surrounding households.
Key Environmental High Risk Issues –
Issues
By-products
management

Proposed management
Coconut shells - sold to
charcoal makers or for
landscaping purposes

Actual management upon visit –
31 Dec 2018
Charcoal production previously on site
has been relocated away from oil
extraction location, in response to
previous advice, to ensure a smokefree and clean environment.

6

Impromptu visits to SABS clients sometimes take place if the SS and FM are in the neighbourhood to assess sites
for new proposals. The SABS-supported clients are always alerted in advance.
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Desiccated coconuts - Sold
as animal feed.

Desiccated coconut is used for pig feed,
both by the Principal and sold to local
pig farmers.

Coconut water - Stored in
holding tanks and returned to
coconut plantations for
irrigation purposes.

This is collected in pails and poured out
into the sump pit.

Coconut husks

Either give away or sold for
fuelwood and or gardening
purposes.

Coconuts are purchased without husks.

Water from
centrifugal
operation

Water to be filtered and
returned to process with solids
composted at Soil Health
Pacific composting site at
Tapatapao;

Waste water from centrifuge is not
recycled but is channeled into soak pit.
Taking to Tapatapao as originally
envisaged is no longer a viable option
since the operation moved to Savaii.

Waste water from wash-down
are conveyed into soap pit
outside factory

Waste water from daily wash-down of
the premises are conveyed by a PVC
pipe to a sump pit outside the oil
extracting shed.

Waste
wat
er
from cleaning
activities, and
wash rooms.

Effectiveness rating (ER): 1 = non-compliant - corrective actions required; 2 = partial compliance –
corrective or alternative actions required; 3 = adequately implementing CEMP measures; 4 =
more than adequately implementing CEMP measures; 5 = excellent compliance, incl. measures in
addition to CEMP
Involuntary Resettlement (IR) High Risk Issues –
Update: 30 June 2018
Originally a Category C for IR. The operation had leased existing factory on freehold land in the
Vaitele Industrial Zone. . There are no IR issues of high risk identified during the initial screening. The
new Vaisala site is on customary owned land owned by the family of one of the Principal (Kolone
Vaai). Land is assessed as secured. There is no formal lease arrangement or a formal voluntary land
donation agreement. This needs to be clarified with the SCC Principals. So far, it is early days yet
in the new site (Vaisala) and there are no complaints or grievances received.
Update: 31 December 2018
No change in IR status since the last report (30 June 2018).

Update: 30 June, 2019
A pre-fab factory has arrived funded by another donor and awaiting installation. Once this is
completed, the operations will shift to the new factory. The delay is to allow time to obtain
agreement from one of the owner’s extended family for the use of extended family customary
owned land. Personal communications with the Owner involved (Kolone Vaai) revealed that this
site is about 150m away from the existing site and consultations with the rest of the extended
family are planned for the next 2 weeks.
A new site, once confirmed, will require a new ESS assessment. A concrete floor will be
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required upon which will sit the pre-fab structure. Land clearing and construction are expected
to generate potential impacts that will trigger the Environment and Involuntary Resettlement (IR)
Safeguards Policies.
Update: 22 January 2020
The operation is housed in a makeshift shed pending construction of new factory. Production is
intermittent depending on orders from clients. Liquid and solid wastes are being managed
satisfactorily. But overall cleanliness needs improvement.
The new factory construction is still on hold pending court case over proposed site. Court
decision expected in early 24 January 2020. Two sites being considered were visited. The
preferred site is being contested in court. The second site is available and undisputed.
Have advised SCC of PUMA’s requirements for a Development Consent, which would require a
PEAR (Preliminary Environment Assessment Report) and ESMP. Land deeds also need to be
presented.
Update: 30 June, 2020
The factory was not operational when visited on this day. Two new pieces of machinery are still
under wraps and ready for instalment which was intended for today. But due to the unavailability
of the electrician, was not. The operation was still in the makeshift ‘factory’’ (shed) previously
reported. The Operations Manager (Aipovi) whom I met at this place at Satupaitea on the way to
the factory in Vaisala spoke about starting work the following day (meaning the installation of
the new machinery) with 3 orders for virgin coconut oil to be supplied (one of which from
another SABS client – Fuatino Oils at Fa’atoia).
There is no update on the planned new factory and relocation which is on hold pending a court
case on the disputed land. There is also no update received on the outcome of the court case
on the land which was supposed to have been given on 24 January as reported previously.
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2.

Mailelani Cosmetics, Papauta, Upolu.

According to a company brochure, Mailelani was birthed in 2005 as an initiative to provide income,
first to the rural area and elsewhere in Samoa, through products manufactured with local
ingredients, by the people of Samoa. It is a small private business comprising and relying on
skilled people from all around Samoa, contributing and providing raw materials, as individual
business people. Mailelani uses these materials to manufacture cosmetic products, handmade
packaging, including weaved, sewn and elei prints and elaboration of kiki. Mailelani also uses
suppliers from the town area to provide labels, printing, and supplies its products to the many gift
shops and hotels in Samoa.
Mailelani manufactures a range of skincare products including several types of soaps, massage
oils, lotions, scrubs, shampoos and body mists, all hand-made by the owners and local staff.
The main natural resource to all Mailelani products is the organically certified virgin coconut oil,
fetau (Calophyllum inophyllum) oil and avocado oil, all produced and marketed by Women in
Business Inc (WIBDInc). Other natural ingredients used are papaya, Samoan cocoa paste, local
honey, nonu juice (Morinda spp), all of which are supplied directly by organically certified local
farmers that are part of WIBDInc’s organic farmers group. Soap making uses the cold process
with sodium hydroxide, water and virgin coconut oil as the main ingredients. Plastic moulds are
imported and are re-useable. Lotion-making also uses virgin coconut oil and essential oils for
fragrance. The only by-product is the remaining wastewater once the formed lotion is separated,
bottled, labelled and packaged.
Mailelani places a lot of importance on packaging. Packaging utilizes all homemade materials
made in the villages using either natural resources such as dried plants for the weaving of baskets or
kiki, coconut sinnets as well as traditional crafting for elei printing and the sewing of packages.
The venture started off as a home-based garage operation and only recently expanded after
some home remodeling and renovation. The operation now has a retail shop outlet and a little cafe
on site for local visitors and tourists groups.
The operation involves no involuntary resettlement issues. It is housed in a private home on freehold
land. In terms of environmental impacts, the production process has a minimum carbon footprint
with no waste other than a low volume of packaging waste all of which are biodegradable, and
discarded wastewater from soap and lotion making processes, and from weekly factory cleaning
operations.
Initial Safeguards Assessment
Env – Category C; no additional assessment required.
IR – Category C.

Issues
Management
of
solid and liquid
waste from factory
floor

Proposed
management
Waste
water
is
conveyed by a PVC
pipe to a soak pit.

Status of management upon visit
Wastewater is conveyed via a PVC pipe from
the factory floor to a shallow open drain along
the property boundary, and is discharged into a
shallow roadside drain that appears to be
unmaintained
and
overflowing
into
neighboring properties.
ER = 3

Effectiveness rating; 1 = non-compliant - corrective actions required; 2 = partial compliance –
corrective or alternative actions required; 3 = adequately implementing CEMP measures; 4 =
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more than adequately implementing CEMP measures; 5 = excellent compliance, incl. measures
in addition to CEMP
Update – 30 June 2018
Wastewater drainage now has a series of pits to allow water to seep into the ground before reaching
the open drain on the public road. This was the recommended measure. The volume of waste water
is minimal so it is a low risk impact, which is now mitigated. Solid waste is also minimum and is
regularly collected and disposed through municipal collection destined for the MRE managed
Tafaigata landfill. Updated ER - 4
Update: 31 December, 2018
The management of waste water continues to be effective with the measures reported
previously. An improvement would be when the open drain from the house/factory is fully
conveyed by a PVC pipe that can then be covered/run underground . It would also enhance the
aesthetics of the place. This has been suggested to the owner.
The Client has also introduced other measures to reduce their carbon footprint (i) a plastic refill
of 50mls that clients can buy for refilling their empty containers, thus reducing the use of
imported glass containers that are also quite costly; (ii) since the Government ban on the use of
plastic bags became effective in January, Mailelani has used brown paper bags and a weaved
(coconut fronds) shopping baskets.
Mailelani is more than adequately complying with ADB safeguards measures and is highly
motivated to present itself and its products as green and environmentally friendly.
Update: 30 June, 2019
The site inspection conducted on 25 June found no issues of concern. A PVC pipe is now
conveying the wastewater directly to the open drain along the boundary hedge. Solid wastes
are collected as a matter of daily routine and are placed on the road side in plastic bags
awaiting MNRE collection trucks.
Update: 21 January 2020: The issues of solid waste management are well under control with
minimal waste generated (from packaging) and regularly disposed at PUMA landfill in Tafaigata.
Disposal of waste water through a pipeline into a sump is working fine.
Update: 30 June 2020
The factory is closed down with three women workers laid off as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic. Co-owner Sylvia Salanoa explained that sales had plummeted as tourists and local
travelers to NZ, Fiji and Australia vanished with the absence of international flights due to the
lockdown. The little production remaining on the shelves are the only products left.
The remaining workers (3) are expected to be furloughed at the end of this week (another two
days) as their personal savings continue to dwindle. In trying to survive, Mailelani has branched
off into clothing and selling men’s island-print shirts utilizing the sewing skills of one new worker.
Sylvia’s daughter and partner are also producing home-made Korean kimchi and Korean meals.
Island shirts and Korean kimchi and meals are sold online, and for the kimchi, also directly to
two of the largest supermarket chains in Apia (Farmer Joe’s and Lucky Foodtown) and this
product is quickly creating its own demand. Fresh produce for kimchi is purchased from the
local market.
Both new products are still produced on a relatively low scale and generating low volumes of
municipal wastes that are collected in plastic bags and put on the roadside stand for MNRE
collection and disposal at the Tafaigata landfill. With the factory closed, there are no other waste
issues.
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3.

T& H Plantation, Aleisa, Upolu

T H Plantation is a family owned operation which main products are – taro, bananas and
breadfruit chips for snacks. The production of chips involves manual de-skinning/peeling of fresh
green taro, bananas and breadfruits, washing, slicing, cooking in vegetable oil, grading, packing
into plastic bags, weighing and packaging. All of these were done manually prior to SABS
intervention. SABS assistance was requested to finance machinery to mechanized and automate
some of these activities. Cooking ovens uses LPG. A total of 25 full time workers are employed,
including 6 women.
On the May 2016 monitoring visit, much of the mechanization financed with SABS support have
been installed and a trial run identified a few mechanical issues that were being looked at. In the
meanwhile, chips production continues to be manual with the full complement of workers engaged
in peeling, cleaning, slicing, cooking in vegetable oils, packing, weigh and packaging.

The key environmental and social issues are tabulated and discussed in the table below Issues

Proposed management

Actual management upon
visit
All peelings are managed as
proposed. ER = 4

Waste management –
of peelings of taro,
bananas
and
breadfruits

Peelings are cooked and mixed
with household foodwaste, to
produce feed for pigs, tilapia and
cattle.

Used
cooking
empty
oil
containers;

oil;
tin

Used cooking oil is taken home
by workers in containers for their
domestic use.

All used cooking oil is used as
proposed. ER = 4

Other solid waste –
paper waste, waste
from plastic packing
materials etc.

Collected daily and put out for
municipal collection for dumping
in the public landfill at Tafaigata

All other non-biodegradable solid
wastes
are
managed
as
proposed.
ER = 4

Disposal of waste
water from sliced
chips
cleaning
operation

Waste
water
is
released
untreated into shrubby backyard.

No
threat
to
neighbours
nevertheless use of a soak pit
would ensure capture and
containment.
ER = 3

Effectiveness rating (ER): 1 = non-compliant - corrective actions required; 2 = partial compliance –
corrective or alternative actions required; 3 = adequately implementing CEMP measures; 4 =
more than adequately implementing CEMP measures; 5 = excellent compliance, incl. measures in
addition to CEMP
Environmental and IR issues of concern – Discharge of waste water into backyard. Land is freehold
and there is enough land on all sides to buffer any impacts or nuisances. No complaints or grievances
have been received to date.
Update: 30 June 2018
Two major development from a safeguards perspective – (i) wastewater is channeled into a covered
concreted soak pit that now effective mitigates against flowing into neighboring properties. (ii)
vegetable oils previously imported in solid plastic containers are now imported in paper boxes
with oil contained in plastic bags. This reduces the volume of plastic waste. The possibility of
reusing these plastic bags is unclear at this point and needs to be explored. Previously, plastic
containers could be sold or otherwise taken away by workers for their domestic uses.
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Update: 31 December, 2018
No change in status from previous report. Waste water management is satisfactory since the
installation of soak pit. Used oil containers are being given away with the stock pile significantly
reduced. There are no other safeguards concerns.
Update: 30 June 2019
No change in status from previous report.
Update: January 2020: Solid and liquid management issues previously reported have been
addressed satisfactorily. Discharged of starchy waste water into soak pit is working well. There
is no impacts on surrounding environment, and no complaints from neighbors.
Update: June 29, 2020
TH Plantation factory was closed down in April 2020 as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. The
gate to the factory is locked and a notice posted on the gate advised all local suppliers of taro and
bananas that the factory is no longer accepting any produce until further notice. The main reason
according to Mary Howman is the 100% loss of overseas orders as a result of the close-down in
international flights to and from Samoa as part of the COVID-19 State of Emergency (SOE).
Overseas orders were their main market, as well as Samoans travelling abroad especially to NZ and
Australia.
No worker has been laid off. All (15 men and 3 women) are retained but working 3 days / week and
redirected from chip production to expanding and maintaining their taro and banana plantation which
is immediately behind the factory, and in another nearby plot. Both plots are freehold land belonging
to the Howmans, are clearly fenced off and undisputed by neighbors.
There is limited sale of taro chips to local outlets from existing inventories.
There are no safeguards issues of concern given the close-down of the factory. There is limited
agrichemicals used in the taro plantation, weedicide only, and this is stored and handled
satisfactorily.
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4.

SVM Green, Aleisa, Upolu.

SVM Green produces fresh vegetables for the local market. Main vegetables being grown are round
cabbages, pok choy, green peppers, egg plants and tomatoes. The same crops will be the focus
of the expansion plan, funded with SABS assistance, in large part to supply a contract with the
National Health Service.
The applicant intends to purchase ten (10) tunnel greenhouses with SABS assistance to scale up
vegetable gardening considerably for the NHS contracts they have secured. Other possible
project funded inputs are chemicals and fertilizers.
Key inputs into this venture are water for drip irrigation, seeds, tunnel houses, fertilizers and
agrochemicals. A labour force of 3 including the owner is considered adequate to provide for the
Project. Fertilizers used are NPK. Other chemicals used are systemic weedicides (Pravothon)
and fungicides (Miltek). The level of use of agrochemicals is low, with 20mm of Pravothon used
monthly and 40mm of the Congo weedicide per month. The main source of fertilizer used is chicken
manure. All proposed fertilizers and agrochemicals are legally registered and approved by the
Pesticides Board.
SVM Green’s proposal does not generate any adverse environmental and social impacts. The
possible threat of agrochemicals to the environment is not considered significant, given the low
quantities proposed for usage. The existing facilities include a chemical storage shed in which all
fertilizers, agrochemicals and tools including chainsaws are safely locked and stored.
Planned expansion entails clearing about 0.25 acres of an adjacent area previously cultivated but
currently under shrubs and weeds and some scattered trees. The land is also freehold land owned
by the client.
Initial environmental categorization –
Env – Category C; no major issues
IR - Category C; no IR issues of concern
High Risk Environmental Issues
Issues
Use of legally
approved Pesticides
and other
agrochemicals
Proper storage
Agrochemicals and
chemical fertilizers

Expansion into new
land – loss of native
forests and sensitive
habitats

Proposed management
Use only approved pesticides
and other agrochemicals.

and management
Compliance ofwith Chemical
Environmental Management
Plan
(CEMP)
developed
under another (separate)
Project.

Status of management upon visit
All used chemicals are legal.

All chemicals are properly labeled and
stored in
solid plastic containers with lids;
Chemical storage shed is clean with no
other contents but tools; well locked.
Manual land clearing with the use of
chainsaw – low impact.
ER = 4

No sensitive natural habitats
in targeted area

Effectiveness rating; 1 = non-compliant - corrective actions required; 2 = partial compliance –
corrective or alternative actions required; 3 = adequately implementing CEMP measures; 4 =
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more than adequately implementing CEMP measures; 5 = excellent compliance, incl. measures
in addition to CEMP
Update – 30 June 2018
Farm was visited for this inspection on 30 May 2018. The main issue for monitoring is the
management of agrochemicals. In this visit, the chemical storage shed was sighted and found in good
condition, although there is little chemical now being used. Chemicals observed in storage are (i)
Agral LN (a wetting agent); Glyphosphate 360 (herbicide) and one sack of Blankorn Classic (NPK)
fertilizer. Only small amounts of fertilizer are used for potting mixes, together with chicken manure
purchased from local sources.
Chemical handling by workers are also satisfactory, with gloves and aprons used, and proper
footware. Empty chemical containers are safely locked away before disposal in the local
municipal (MNRE managed) dumpsite at Tafaigata.
Update: 31 December 2018
Since the last visit (June, 2018), the client has installed two new water tanks (5000ltr each) to
augment its existing water supply. Water tanks sit on concrete footing. SABS were not informed
of this development which is self-funded but the location and extent of earthmoving involved in
these construction are insignificant and temporary, and is not an environmental concern.
The storage and use of agro-chemicals is satisfactory and the operation’s level of compliance
with ADB’s Safeguards requirements is highly satisfactory.
The expansion to new land involves no IR issues. Land was purchased from a relative and land
deeds of purchase/ownership were provided to SABS on request in the previous reporting
period.
Update: 30 June, 2019
Inspection conducted on 25 June found the operation with production in full swing. The
safeguards issues previously report (of agri-chemical storage) is in compliant, and expansion
into new areas adjacent to existing properly seamless and without any significant land clearing
that would trigger ADB’s safeguards.
Update: February 2020: There were no outstanding issues with pesticides storage and
application. Current situation remains satisfactory.
Update: 1 July, 2020
SVM Green is business-as-usual, unaffected by the COVID-19. The farm employs one labourer to
assist the owners with the owners’ teenage kids sometimes providing additional help. Production
levels are unaffected and the farm continues to supply the National Hospital (supply contract) with
excess production sold at the produce market at Fugalei.
The main safeguards issue is agrichemical management (safety in storage, handling and in
application). In this regard, chemical management remains highly satisfactory.
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Samoa Koko, Asau, Savai’i.

5.

The venture, located in Asau Savaii, involves the following process – cocoa pods are received
and are de-podded and de-seeded manually on site; cocoa beans are then fermented in prepared
beds for a prescribed period of time, until it is adjudged ready for sun-drying. For drying, cocoa beans
are spread out manually on existing concrete slabs and sun-dried. When it is dried down to the
required moisture content (usually judged by the colour), it is sorted based on visual appearance
and quality and then it is ready for bagging and transfer to Apia for containerization and shipping.
The only wastes produced are the pods husks which are taken back to the plantation for disposal
i.e. as mulch in the cocoa and taro plantation.
The SABS proposal aims to increase production of dried cocoa beans and cocoa butter for
export. This involves sourcing from a larger network of local suppliers of cocoa beans/pods and
intensifying management and harvesting from the proponent’s farm at Vaisala. The increase in
production will not generate any major environmental impacts. No new construction is planned
as the existing factory is capable of handling the increase in production. Production waste (pod
husks) are collected and dispersed in the plantation as mulch. Waste water is minimal and is
disposed into a sump pit. There are no chemicals involved. Jute bags are also used and reused for
bagging the dried beans. Cocoa butter is packaged into plastic containers that are re-useable.
The proprietor had previously proposed the purchase of a mechanical mulching machine to mulch
the waste pod husks to speed up the decomposition process and so contribute quickly to soil
quality improvement. Since late 2017, mechanical mulching was introduced but limited to the needs
of the cocoa seedlings nursery. The remaining pod husks are still being disposed of by dispersing in
the cocoa plantation. Being biodegradable, there are no adverse environmental impacts envisaged.
There are no adverse social impacts arising from the proposed activities. No involuntary
resettlement impacts are generated; no loss of access to shared and public resources and no loss of
physical cultural resources. The project will provide full time employment for 16 local people and
will provide a market for subsistence cocoa planters in the surrounding villages and the district.
Initial environmental categorization – Category C; no further assessment required;
Initial Involuntary Resettlement categorization – Category C
High Risk Environmental and IR Issues
There are no high risk environmental issues but the management of solid waste was emphasized
as needing attention.
Issues
Management of solid
waste (cocoa waste
pod husks and reject
dry cocoa beans).

Proposed management
Mulching
(manual mechanical)
composting.

Status of management upon visit
a Increased mechanical mulching and use of
nmulched pods for potting mix (including coconut
dfibres and compost). A large portion of the
cocoa pods are disposed of in the cocoa
f plantation.
o
r
Client’s comment: Mulching equipment to be
procured when finances allow it.
Note: This is not a serious environmental issue
at this stage, volumes are low, the pods are
biodegradable and there is no odor generated.

ER = 4
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Effectiveness rating; 1 = non-compliant - corrective actions required; 2 = partial compliance –
corrective or alternative actions required; 3 = adequately implementing CEMP measures; 4 =
more than adequately implementing CEMP measures; 5 = excellent compliance, incl. measures
in addition to CEMP
IR issues – no IR issue of concern.
Update: 30 June 2018
The mechanical mulching of dry cocoa pods has increased with mulched material used in potting mix
for the cocoa nursery. The nursery has been upgraded with a larger shade house and an increased
potted seedlings output, and additional workers (two women doing potting and other nursery work).
Update: 31 December 2018
The mechanical mulching is continuing for pod husks with the cocoa nursery using it as a
potting mix. There are no other solid or liquid wastes issues. The operation is in compliance with
ADB safeguards requirements.
Update: 30 June 2019
There are no new issues of concern. Mechanical mulching of pods is continuing to supply
nursery needs. Excess pods are disposed of at the plantation.

Update: 22 January 2020:
No safeguards issues of concern. Solid waste is well managed with dry cocoa pods mulched
mechanically and mixed with soil and use as potting mix for the cocoa nursery, as in previous
reporting period. Excess pods are disposed in the cocoa plantation. There are no problems
observed with this measure since this practice started over 12 months ago. The pods suppress
weeds and over time, will decompose and enhance soil fertility.
Update: 30 June, 2020
This operation was visited on 22 June for this update. The operation is thriving with several
local cocoa planters (from Asau and Fagasa) observed supplying/selling sacks of dried cocoa
beans to Savaii Koko. These farmers are part of the Loyalty Farmers program initiated by
Samoa Koko. Cocoa beans received from these local farmers were being re-dried in the open
sun on this day. All covered drying tables were full, as well as the concrete slab/floor. Other
bags awaiting re-drying were neatly placed outside the office. Fermentation boxes were also full
and sacks of fully dried cocoa were well stacked in the storage room awaiting transportation to
the Vaitele factory where they are containerized and shipped to overseas clients mainly NZ. The
entire operation has a sense of orderliness and being well run with the level of cleanliness
highly commendable.
The room containing chemicals and appliances for chemical applications, as well as other tools
was checked and was well maintained and safely locked. Chemicals were clearly labelled.
One new development from previous inspection is the large stockpile of mulched cocoa pods
which is used for nursery potting mix. Mulching cocoa pods was recommended by SABS early
in the project to recycle cocoa pods and reduce volume that would normally be disposed in the
plantation, and which although bio-degradable over a lengthy period, can also create conditions
for breeding of pests. On this occasion, the Operations Manager explained that mulched
volumes exceed the nursery requirements and local planters in the Loyalty Farmers program
are now being encouraged to take the mulched material free-of-charge for use in their
plantation. Farmers bring their own bags and collect the mulched pods themselves from the
premises.
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The nursery also looks well maintained with seedlings near out-planting-age well stocked and
clearly labelled by names of the various groups (e.g. Auala Youth Group) for whom they are
intended.
The workforce is now reduced to 3 men with the two women previously working in the nursery
laid off. Valelia (Operations Manager and a woman) did not give any reasons including whether
it is connected to any impact of the COVID-19 except that the reduction in the workforce is not
affecting production.
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6.

Samoa Meats Supplies, Alaoa, Upolu.

Samoa Meats Supplies deals with meat processing, storage and meat retailing. Carcasses of meat,
mostly beef but also including some pork, are received in quarters (de-hide and without offals)
from individual cattle farmers. The production process consists of cleaning of quarters and
loining/butchery into various cuts, packaging, storage under controlled temperatures and
retailing. All of these are done manually employing a team of 8 butchers and one office worker. An
average of 10 -15 carcasses are processed weekly.
The production process utilizes the entire carcass with all off-cuts reprocessed, packed and sold
as dog food. Processing (cleaning, carving, packaging) is carried out in a closed, air conditioned
and sanitized environment that is regularly checked by the Ministry of Health (MOH) and Ministry of
Agriculture (MAF). The only waste produce is waste water which is mixed with blood. The waste
water flows by gravity into narrow channels in the concrete floor which feeds into a PVC outpipe
that conveys it into an external waste water tank. From here, excess waste water is released into a
covered soak pit. There is no smell or odor. The meat processing room is also washed down on a daily
basis. No chemical is used.
Other products are smoked meat and sausages. Smoked meat uses imported wood chips and the
oven is located outside, adjacent to the main processing building. Packaging materials are imported
clear plastic and styrofoam trays.
SMS’s proposal for SABS assistance is for physical improvements in its processing facilities on
the existing footprint, and business support. No new construction or renovation is involved except
possible retiling of the floor and drainage improvements.
Initial environmental categorization – Category C.
Initial IR categorization – Category C
High Risk Environmental Issues
Issues
Waste
management
–
management of waste water
of mixed blood and water;
hides;

Treatment of hides – some
carcasses are received with
hides; its treatment is
unclear.
Other municipal waste

Proposed management
The waste water flows into narrow
channels/slits in the concrete floor and
is conveyed directly by these channels
into a PVC pipe that takes it to an
external wastewater tank that is
emptied on a regular basis at the
MNRE-managed landfill in Tafaigata.
Any waste water overflow goes into a
covered soak pit.
Management and use of hides needs
more information.

Collected into plastic bags and dispose
of at the MNRE landfill at Tafaigata

Status of management
upon visit
Management of waste water is
fully compliant. There are no
evidences of overflow or
leakage into the surrounding
environment. There is also no
foul odor.

ER = 4
Since early 2018, no hides are
received at the butchery.
Carcasses are de-hide at the
farms before delivery.
Collection
and
disposal
complies
with
prescribed
measures. Satisfactory.

Effectiveness rating (ER): 1 = non-compliant - corrective actions required; 2 = partial compliance – corrective
or alternative actions required; 3 = adequately implementing CEMP measures; 4 = more than adequately
implementing CEMP measures; 5 = excellent compliance, incl. measures in addition to CEMP
IR issues of concern – None
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Update: 30 June 2018
A diesel generator is installed behind the main facility near the border fence with one neighbor to
the north, to provide back-up power supply for the operation. The issue of noise and nuisance to
the neighboring family (about 75m away) was considered and discussed with the Samoa Meats
owner. A mitigating factor is that the genset is used intermittently, as a back-up only when the main
power supply is out. So far, no complaints have been received from neighbors.
Update: 31 December 2018
There are no issues observed during this monitoring visit. Samoa Meats Suppliers are in
compliance.
Update: 30 June 2019
Site monitoring conducted on 25 June found no issues of concern. The venture is now HACCP
certified and the level of cleanliness is high.
Update: 20 January 2020: The main issue for monitoring is the management of solid and liquid
wastes. Both are well under control. The operation has installed new covered channels/grooves
on the floor for improving waste water collection throughout the butchery. Client says measure
is effective, and is also reducing amount of water used in wash-down, thus saving on their water
bill. As a result the operation’s cleanliness is significantly enhanced, with no odor and flies. The
septic tanks receiving wastewater are functioning well, with overflow not showing any signs of
blocking.
The Client has also installed a concreted channel along the border with the southern neighbor
to ensure surface water run-off from around the entrance ramp use for transferring carcasses
from trucks into the butchery’s receiving compartment is 100% captured and conveyed to the
septic tank. This new measure was in response to the neighbors complaint that stained water
and blood was sometimes flowing into their land during periods of heavy rain, emitting bad odor
and encouraging flies and other unhealthy conditions. The measure is now working effectively.
Update: 30 June, 2020
This operation is on-going and continuing to supply local hotels and supermarkets. Demand
from hotels are reported to have been drastically reduced as most are near-empty as a result of
international travel restrictions due to COVID-19. Worker numbers are unaffected to date.
Liquid wastes from inside the slaughter house continue to be effectively conveyed through ducts
on the floor to the waste pipe delivering it to the septic tank. A new structure/shed storing timber
etc has been constructed immediately below the septic tank and is likely to block the waste
overflow connected to the sump pit. This needs to be checked out, especially during a rainy day.
The operation is HCCP certified and the general standard of cleanliness and hygiene inside the
butchery is outstanding. The concreted channel alongside the boundary with the northern
neighbor previously installed had timber and other used aluminum sheets in it that could block
the surface run-off from flowing along the channel and overflowing into the northern neighbor.
This needs to be cleaned out. The Supervisor was advised accordingly. There are no other
safeguards related concerns.
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7.

Island Shoppers Butchery, Lalomalava, Savaii

The proposed development requiring SABS assistance aims to upgrade the cattle farm, with
improved stock breed, pasture improvement, fence upgrade, and a new slaughterhouse.
Financial planning and technical support and training are also available. The new
slaughterhouse will trigger ADB’s Environmental and Involuntary Resettlement safeguards
policies.
Other than improvements in stock and pasture, the slaughterhouse provides an opportunity for
value-adding, with beef properly prepared and stored to MAF/FAO standards sold to hotels,
supermarkets and retailers in both Upolu and Savaii. There is an existing butchery cutting 5 –
10 beasts a week and delivering meat cuts to clients in both Savaii and Upolu. The proposed
slaughterhouse/butchery will relocate this operation inland near the owner’s new residence and
in the farm, with a focus on improved quality and standards to comply with MAF/FAO
requirements.
Site description:
The site is Alesana’s family’s cattle and coconut farm/plantation, about 10km inland in the
village of Lalomalava, sitting at about 150m asl (GoogeEarth, 2016). The existing farm is a mix
of cattle and coconuts, with pigs and sheep recently introduced. Other recent additions are
sheep houses, and Alesana’s new residence - a sprawling 3 bedroom homestead on the raise
overlooking the sheep houses. Total farm size is 100 acres of customary land, but the land has
been with the family for several generations, likewise the farm and is secured in terms of tenure.
Neighboring properties are of similar nature – cattle farms, coconut mixed with taro plantations –
owned by other families from Sapapalii village. Further uphill, about 300m from Alesana’s
property is a communal/village cattle farm, and a SWA borehole. The borehole is not operating
with the electric pump removed by SWA allegedly for repairs.
The project site is well serviced with EPC electricity but there is no piped water, with the SWA
borehole 300m above the site not operating. Access road is adequate and is sealed to about
150m below Alesana’s property.
The proposed location has a generally flat, undulating and gently rolling slope. Its climate is
cool. In terms of soil type, the lower part of the farm has Lefaga and Mulifanua volcanics (which
is moderately weathered olivine basalt) and on higher grounds, soils are classified as Salani
volcanics which is moderate to strongly weathered olivine basalt (ACS Wright, 1963). The
Mulifanua and Lefaga volcanics have an average soil depth of 6 – 18 inches, soil surface that is
bouldery and stony and field texture of clays and loams. Water supply is poor to fair. Where
water is available, it is suitable for agriculture. The Salani volcanics have deep soil (1.5ft to 3ft
deep), soil surface of few stones and boulders, clay soils and fair to good water supply. Land
with Salani volcanic soils are highly suitable for agriculture.
Vegetation cover
Vegetation cover is pasture grasses of a mix of species including partika and goronivia, mixed
with other invasive grasses and serges of little pasture value, and ginger species around the
driveway and near the sheep houses. The canopy is predominantly coconut, many near-senile
and rising to heights of up to 25m. There are scattered Albizzia and Samanea species the latter
with diameters at breast height of up to 100 cm. There are no natural or any sensitive habitats
and ecosystems in the immediately surrounding environment. The nearest neighbours are more
than a kilometre to the north i.e. towards the village.
Other biodiversity
There is no native fauna of conservation interest. Native and non-natives birds can be seen and
heard on the few palms and trees and along the access road. Most commonly sighted are
bulbuls and mynas which are considered highly invasives.
Physical Cultural Resources:
There are no sites of cultural or historical value, graves or old burial grounds observed during
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site assessment.
Environmental Impacts:
There are environmental impacts associated with the construction and subsequent operation of
the slaughterhouse. These impacts are assessed as minor, localized and can be readily
mitigated. Thus the overall project is initially assessed as a Category B for environment and
social impacts taking into account these construction impacts. A preliminary environmental
assessment report as required by PUMA is not recommended. Rather an Environmental
Management Plan (EMP) spelling out how the construction and operational impacts of the
slaughterhouse are managed is recommended. The EMP should form part of the construction
company’s contract.
Initial Environmental Assessment
Env – Cat B; PEAR and ESMP recommended to support a Development Consent Application
with PUMA, MNRE.
IR – Cat C; no further documentation required.
Update: 30 June 2019
The slaughterhouse is completed. Operations are expected to start before end of August, 2019.
This means shifting the butchery activities currently carried out in the make-shift butchery
behind the Owner’s residence in Lalomalava to the new facility.
Update: January, 2020
Butchery is not operational; awaiting machinery to be installed and tested before full operation.
Client advised that butchery should be opened by February 2020. The operation will be visited
once it is operational.
Update: 29 June, 2020
This operation was visited on 22 June. It is now operational and on this visit, several carcasses
were hanging in the freezer room awaiting butchering. Hygiene and cleanliness is exceptional
and butchers were properly attired with plastic head coverings, aprons and chainmail gloves.
There is limited liquid and solid waste generated with the beasts slaughtered in the field by
farmers before delivering to the butchery in halves. Thus there is no blood, innards and hide.
Inedible off-cuts and other wastes including bones are packed and sell as dogfood. The facility
is thoroughly washed/hosed down at the end of each working day. This wastewater is
channeled and conveyed via ducts along the sidewall into PVC pipes that takes it into the septic
tank behind the facility.
Worker safety is ensured through having the proper PPE, in this case, heavy duty plastic aprons
and chain-mail gloves. There is no pressure on the butchers to be speedy although efficiency is
important; as a result, the risk of injury while using knives and other cutting devices is low.
Three full time workers are employed, all male.
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8.

Lata Plantation, Lata, Savaii

The Lata Plantation is an existing family-owned agri-business using leased SLC land in Lata,
Savaii. Total area is about 350 acres. Presently, the main products are cattle, coconuts,
vegetables, honey, limes and bottled water. The operation employs a permanent work force of
around 15 - 20 workers, including about 5 women in its bottled water factory and in the office.
The Lata Plantation seeks SABS assistance to upgrade its slaughter house and butchery, build
up and improve its cattle stock with superior breeds and proper selection, prove pasture, and
expand its horticultural and bottled water operations. All products are for the local market of
nearby hotels and resorts (including Sheraton Aggies Resort and Bungalows in Mulifanua).
The planned upgrade for the slaughterhouse will enlarge the existing shed to accommodate all
operations involved in transforming live cattle into meat carcasses and by-products. The
horticultural activities involve up-scaling including the purchase of tunnel houses, and the
possible introduction of new and different varieties of vegetables.
Improvements in the cattle herd involve provision of expert advice on herd management,
including advise on cattle breeding and pasture management. The bottled water operation is to
be upgraded with the old building replaced, and possibly rebranding with a new name and
labels. The operation revolves around water abstraction from a bore hole within the property
which supplies artesian water that is purified and bottled into various-sized plastic bottles.
The extent of SABS involvement is unclear yet although business support appears to be the
more urgent need for improvement of herd quality and pasture management. Advice on
potential environmental and social impacts of the proposed activities was provided over a
number of visits made to the property, including requirements for environmental assessment
and permits under the PUMA Act for several activities. The sequencing of these activities
remains unclear although all of them – cattle farming, horticultural activities and bottled water –
are on-going with improvements envisaged to be carried out incrementally.
The range of Lata Plantation activities will trigger the Environmental Assessment Policy. The
use of agrochemicals will require proper screening of chemicals to ensure only legally registered
agrichemicals are used and that proper Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) measures are in
place during application and storage.
There are no involuntary land issues given the secured lease arrangement under which the land
is held.

Update: 1 Jan 2017
A review of the Lata Plantation proposal and a site visit was conducted on the 28 January,
2017. The site assessment was conducted jointly with the Facility Manager Mr Ian Buck. The
review found that the Lata Plantation project design has been modified since the last
assessment. Instead of the slaughterhouse being constructed, the Project will now engage
MAF’s Mobile Slaughter Unit (MSU) for all its slaughter for the first 3 years. The Slaughterhouse
construction is now deferred to Year 3. All wastes from the slaughtering of beasts will be
captured and managed within the MSU and will not have any impact on the environment. This
change in design thus consolidates the initial categorization of ‘C’ for Environmental
Assessment assigned to the Project. It means there is no further documentation required from
an ADB Safeguards point of view. A review will be necessary in Year 3 when the
slaughterhouse is to be constructed. Meanwhile the EA and IR Category is C.
Update: 31 December, 2018
This monitoring visit and discussion with Lata Plantation Manager Mr Richard Wetzell found the
client is concentrating on three lines – cattle, vegetables and bottled water. The operation has
24 full time workers including 4 women. Ten beasts were slaughtered in November for Samoa
Meat Supplies (another SABS client). The MAF’s mobile slaughter unit was hired at $50.00 per
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trip (one trip only) which ensures all waste associated with slaughter of cattle are properly
collected and disposed of.
The bottled water operation has been upgraded with a new building now housing the operation,
a new bottle-making (plastic bottle blower) equipment installed and making bottles on site, and
the water rebranded with a change of name (from VaiLata to Samoa H2O) and a new sticker.
New shaped bottles in three sizes are now used. HACCP certification is pending but the water
bottling operation is fully sanitized and clean.
Vegetables are mainly tomatoes and Chinese cabbages grown in tunnels. In open-air beds are
capsicums, spring onions, with water melons. Chicken manure is used with limited use of
pesticides as necessary. Pesticides and fertilizers are locked safely in a separate shed.
There are no safeguards issues of concern with the operation satisfactorily complying.
Update: 30 June, 2019
The monitoring visit conducted for this report (25 June 2019) found no safeguards issues of
concern with the venture fully compliant with ADB safeguards requirements for the management
of agri-chemicals, as well as solid and liquid waste management. The bottled water operation is
yet to be HACCP certified but conditions are spotless and clean. Workers are also properly
dressed with plastic aprons and caps to ensure cleanliness.
Discussions with the Owner/Manager, Richard Wetzell revealed plans in the pipeline for an
expansion of the water bottling facility, with a new warehouse to be built adjacent to the existing
facility into which the operation can expand. There will be construction impacts generated that
will require proper management as well as PUMA requirements for permits to comply with.
A new activity observed and not previously disclosed is bee keeping/honey production. A
number of hives were installed on the date of this visit with a total of 40 hives being targeted.
Technical support is provided by a local bee-keeper. This activity will not trigger any of ADB’s
safeguards policy, and hives are being located strategically throughout the property where bees
can easily access nectar-producing trees.
Update: February, 2020
Plans for butchery on hold; Client now hires MAF’s mobile slaughter unit and personnel for
slaughtering cattle; cheaper option. The mobile Unit captures all waste and remove it for
disposal in MAF approved site. Main focus during the monitoring period is upscaling the bottled
water operation to cater for increased demand. This involved retrofitting of existing factory with
new benches, re-tiling floor, and knocking down partitions to enlarge storage area for bottle
blowing machine and storage. Plans for a larger factory about 50m down from the existing
facility is on hold.
Regarding the retrofitting of this existing bottled water plant, there are no construction impacts of
concern. Work involved knocking down the interior to make more room for storage, plastic
bottle-making machine, and benches for filling bottles.
Solid wastes from operation minimum and limited to plastic wrapping offcuts, paper waste from
packaging. All waste are collected and dispose in PUMA managed landfill at Vaia’ata.
The farming operation (vegetables) is in full swing. Main issue is the management of
agrochemicals. As per previous report, this is in compliance. Chemicals are safely stored in a
locked shed. Workers in nursery and tunnel houses are properly dressed to handle chemicals
which is weedicide, and some insecticides. Chicken manure is the main fertilizer in the field
which are transported in sacks from a supplier in Apia.
Overall the Client’s operation is complying satisfactorily.
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Update: 30 June, 2020
This operation was visited on 22 June for this update. The Lata Plantation appears to be in full
swing with all lines of production – cattle, vegetable farm, fruit trees (limes in particular), coconut
plantation, bottled water, and honey – fully operational. According to Richard Wetzell (co-owner
and Managing Director), this diversified approach is paying dividends with cattle, bottled water
and honey doing exceptionally well over the last quarter picking up the slack in revenue from
other lines of production.
There are no concerns with the safeguards issue being monitored, namely agrichemical
management and waste management especially at the bottled water factory and the planned
slaughterhouse/butchery. Agrichemicals continued to be well managed while slaughterhouse is
still on the drawing board and thus not yet an issue; while slaughtering is carried out using the
hired MAF mobile slaughter unit.
Plans previously discussed about possible expansion of the bottled water operation remains on
hold; Richard has some concerns about sustainability of water abstraction and the need for
information on the available aquifer volume and sustainable rates of abstraction. Expansion of
fruit trees and honey are actively pursued with the latter delayed by the supplied of hives from
the local supplier. As a result, 50 new hives are now being ordered from Australia. New
plantings of Tahitian and maya lemons were carried out in the last quarter.
Plans for HACCP certification for the bottled water operation is not being considered anymore;
Richard now sees this as not giving him any competitive advantage in the local market, but
perhaps more relevant when and if the operation is expanded with an eye to export.
The previously reported interest by SLC in reviewing the land lease conditions including the
lease rate has quietly disappeared and no longer an issue.
The workforce is reduced from 26 to 15. This is not related to COVID-19 but purely on
performance. This reduction is not affecting production at all. The 15 work force include 3
women, who are all employed in the bottled water operation.
Overall, safeguards compliance is highly satisfactory.

Figure 1: Bottled honey and bottled artesian water – two of several products
produced by Lata Plantation.
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9. HealthyMe! Hydroponics, Mt Vaea, Apia.
This is a new venture that started operations in mid to late 2018, with SABS providing support
shortly after its establishment. It is located on the northern slope of Mt Vaea, immediately
behind and overlooking Apia city. The operation started with 11 hydroponics tables and SABS
provided supported after several production cycles had been planted and harvested.
Consultations with the Owner (Michael Von Rieche) revealed interest in expansion and
diversifying into traditional agriculture with taro, largely for export. Land where the hydroponics
farm on Mt Vaea is limited and is the main constraint to upscaling, but the Von Reiche family
has a large leasehold property at Solaua where the Owner envisages the relocation of the
hydroponics farm and diversification to taro to take place.
Ownership of the Solaua land is being contested in Court by a third party, and Von Rieche’s
lease is now lapsed and cannot be extended until the dispute is resolved. Fortunately, both
claimants to the ownership to the Solaua property (more than 200 acres) are keen for the lease
to be extended. Thus there is no threat to Von Rieche’s existing investments and future plans
for Solaua.
In terms of safeguards, the hydroponics farm generates no adverse environmental impact and is
thus assessed as Category C. Land currently occupied is about 0.25 acres of land adjacent to
the family residence. A small nursery where seed propagation is carried out is annexed to the
hydroponics tables. The hydroponics tables are under shelter with plastic roofing sheets
muscularly supported by a grid of steel posts and beams. The hydroponics solution feeding the
crops is gravity fed from the mixing tank through plastic tubes with slots where seedlings are
placed so that their roots are in contact with the nutrient solution as it flows through the system.
At the end of the system is a second tank that receives the remnant solution. An electric pump
pushes this solution back up into the mixing tank where it is checked to ensure the pH,
temperature, and nutrient content are correct before it is fed back into the system. Once the
crop is harvested, the pipes are cleaned out with water before the cycle of planting and feeding
starts again.
No chemicals are used. Limited waste is observed mainly from discarded plastic pots and
packaging for supplies. These are collected daily and placed in a rubbish bin for disposal at the
Tafaigata Landfill.
In terms of ADB’s Involuntary Resettlement (IR) policy, the land at Mt Vaea is freehold while the
lease property at Solaua is still valid barring the extension of lease currently awaiting the
resolution of the dispute over its ownership. Consequently, the venture is a Category C for IR.
The operation employs one male in addition to the Owner.
Update: 30 June, 2019
The hydroponics farm is fully operational with the 11 tables fully planted. An extension of about
8 new tables is already in place, except for the plastic shelter to be erected.
Update: February, 2020
Hydroponic operation is organic. The only safeguards issue is the management of solid waste;
hydroponic solution is recycled. Solid wastes are limited to plastic and cardboard offcuts from
packing activities. These are collected and disposed in PUMA managed landfill in Tafaigata.
The operation was recently expanded with an additional 8 hydroponics tables. Expansion is on
Client’s own land (same site) which is a grassy/lawned area fronting existing operation. No
earthmoving activity involved other than digging hopes for concrete footings for poles.
Update: June 30, 2020
This operation was visited on 22 June. Production is unaffected by COVID-19. Plans for
expansion previously reported is still in the pipeline. They delay is financial in nature, and a visit
by the Samoa Commercial Bank (SCB) team is expected later in the afternoon of this same day.
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The operation is running out of land for expansion and the remaining space (lawn front) is now
being decked out with the new hydroponics tables. Solid waste is limited in volume and is
regularly collected for disposal by the MNRE contractor.

10.

Tautua Samoa Nonu (TSN), Levili, Apia

Tautua Samoa Nonu is a new agribusiness that SABS supported from the start. It aims to
produce nonu puree/pulp for export. Other local nonu processors produce the nonu juice and
TSN will be the first local venture to concentrate solely on puree/pulp production. The
puree/pulp is produced from hand-picked ripe nonu fruits collected from pre-selected farms
around the country. They arrive at the factory fresh, where it is washed and fed onto the
conveyor belts for mechanical pulping, and subsequently manual packaging, labelling, quality
control, then containerization and transportation to the port for shipment.
According to the company’s proposal, the aim is to produce 7,200,000 liters of pulp and juice a
year.
There are no by-products with the entire fruit pulp used including skins and pips. A small volume
of wastewater is generated from the fruit cleaning operation, and from daily wash-down of the
factory floor at the end of each working day. This flows into bunds on the floor that channels
them to drains outside the factory. The drains discharge into an LTA waterway behind the
factory that takes surface water run-off and storm water into the sea. The drains behind the
factory are well vegetated with herbaceous plants including lilies, swamp taro, and vines.
Other than the nonu fruits, freshwater and electricity are the main inputs and the operation uses
SWA reticulated water supplemented by rainwater from roof-fed water tanks and EPC supplied
power. There are no estimates provided of the volume of water required on a daily basis.
The company estimates a total workforce of about 10 at full production with the majority of
workers engaged in the factory and nonu collection from around the islands.
The venture leases an existing warehouse at Matautu in the Meredith’s compound. Other than
the management of waste water, and of municipal waste, there are no high risk environmental
impacts of concern.
In terms of IR, there are no issues of concern.
Env – Cat C
IR – Cat C
Update: 31 December 2018
The venture is on-going with plastic containers of nonu pulp being loaded and strapped onto
pallets for containerization and shipping. During the monitoring visit, pulp making was ceased
with workers engaged in packaging and cleaning up.
The facilities are washed down daily and the wastewater drain was dry with no residues or signs
of chemical use etc.. This operation is in compliance.
Update: 30 June 2019
The venture was visited for this report on 26 June 2019. There was no production with the
owner / manager explaining that they operate only in response to secured orders from their
overseas markets/clients. Two containers were recently sent off and awaiting payment from
their overseas clients (US and China), and additional orders are expected.
The operation has also shifted to a new location, a different warehouse opposite the existing
one, owned by the same landlord (about 20m apart) within the same compound. Without any
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production activities going, it was not possible to assess how wastewater is managed at this
new location. This will be followed up later.
Update: January 2020
No operation during monitoring visit; operation was being relocated to another space adjacent
to first location; cheaper. Also, because operation only responds to orders from overseas
market, there were no orders at the time. Collected nonu were being fermented in plastic
containers.
11 March, 2020:
Operation was in full swing with fermented noni fruits pulped manually and then later taken to a
local agricultural research center (Scientific Research Organization of Samoa (SROS) for
mechanical de-seeding. Pulp is packed in plastic containers, same containers where
fermentation takes place. No waste at both sites. Seeds from de-seeding machine are collected
automatically and are stored in sacks for subsequent oil extraction, according to Client. The
entire noni fruit is utilized.

Figure 2: Tautua Samoa Noni pureé: Top - Noni fruit fermented in blue containers, and
fermented pureé in red buckets ready for mechanical de-seeding; Below: worker feeding
fermented noni pureé into de-seeding machine.
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1 July, 2020
This operation was in full operation on this monitoring visit, with a work force of 16 (including 8
women) all working overtime to prepare a container for shipment to the US in ten days. The
workers were also involved in picking nonu fruit from the farmers fields, washing and sorting
before packing into plastic buckets for fermentation.
For the container, according to Owner-Manager Leapai Richard, it will export 19,000 litres of
nonu juice (from Skyline, another company), and 17 litres of puree from his operation.
The operation is unaffected by the COVID 19 pandemic as international shipping lanes are
unaffected.
The current safeguards related issue facing them now is the need for more space, and Tautua
Nonu is actively seeking available warehouse space at the Vaitele Industrial Complex.
With the existing operation, there are no wastes issues. There is little waste water from
washdown of factory floor and washing of fruits, which are all properly conveyed to a PVC pipe
that takes it to a roadside drain. Exported puree are packed in special plastic containers that
are also reusable.

11.

Victorene’s Investment, Vaivase / Ma’agiagi, Apia.

This is a new client who is seeking SABS assistance to diversify its agribusiness into a new
product, that of taro, bananas and breadfruit chips for snacks. Chips will add to the existing
products, masi saiga and keke saiga which are produced on the same location.

Site description:
The venture is located at about 4-5km south east of Apia, at the border of Vaivase and
Maagiagi villages, a suburban of Apia city, in the district of Vaimauga. The project will be
housed in an existing building once served as the owner’s residence, but now to be refurbished
to accommodate the chips making operation.
Vegetation No vegetation is affected, as the operation is under-roof of an existing building.
Biodiversity –
This is not applicable. Area is residential. Operation is indoors/under roof and will not have any
impact on native biodiversity.
Physical cultural resources There is no impact on existing physical cultural resources.
Adjacent communities:
Victorene’s Investment is located in a residential area, in a road junction where the villages of
Vaivase, Maagiagi and Lelata meet. There are residences within 20m of the operation site to the
southeast (Maagiagi), but the southwest and western side (Lelata) is a steep drop with no
nearby residences. To the east and north is the Maagiagi cemetery bordered on the southern
flank by the main road linking the National University and Samoa College to the east, and Apia
going westward. North of the cemetery and the Project site are residential houses a further 100
plus meters away.
Proposed activities/works etc:
The production of chips involves fresh taro, matured green bananas and breadfruits, which are
manually washed, peeled and sliced before cooking in vegetable oil. The cooked crispy chips
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are graded, packed into plastic bags of two different sizes, weighed, labelled and pack into
boxes for delivery to retail stores and supermarkets. The operation will be entirely manual with
no plans yet of mechanization etc.. An estimated workforce is 6, which will add to the 32 already
employed in other aspects of the Victorene’s range of products.
The production process produces the following waste products – peeled skins of taro, bananas
and breadfruit, used cooking oil, and waste water from the cleaning phase. Peeled skins of taro,
bananas and breadfruits are biodegradable and can be disposed easily by burying or
composting, for use in gardening and farming. Alternatively, it can be cooked and use for pig
feed, after mixing with other ingredients. The used cooking oil can be reused by workers for
their home cooking, as shown in the experience of similar operations e.g. Howman’s chips
operation in Aleisa. Likewise, plastic containers can be sold or given away to workers for their
home use. There will be some waste water from the washing of taro etc and this need to be
disposed of safely, preferably by conveying it into a soak pit. No chemicals are involved. All
plastic bags and boxes for packaging are purchased pre-cut, and individual packets of chips are
heat-sealed immediately after packing using an electric sealer.

IR:
There are no IR issues. The land is freehold and owned by the Owner.
ADB Safeguards Issues:
The venture triggers ADB’s Environmental Safeguards Policy due to potential impacts
associated with the generation of solid and liquid wastes. This assessment is precautionary in
the main because mitigation measures are readily available. The main solid waste (taro,
bananas and breadfruits skins) are organic and biodegradable and readily use for pig feed or
otherwise compost to a re-useable form. The management of waste water from cleaning
activities is the greater concern. This needs to be conveyed into a sump pit properly sited to
avoid any odor and leakages to neighboring properties.
Initial Safeguards Assessment
Env – Cat C.
IR – Cat C.
Update: 30 June 2019
Production is limited to banana chips only with taro and breadfruit being difficult to source. Solid
wastes (in this case, mainly banana peels) are simply collected in bags before being transported
to the Tafaigata Landfill for disposal. Asked about using peels for pig feed as discussed in
earlier conversations, the Owner said that option is also available if local farmers come by to
collect them. Waste water from washing activities (both of peeled produce and from wash-down
of factory floor) is conveyed to a sump located behind the residence. On inspection, it was
functioning well and not exuding any odor or unpleasant sight. According to the Owner, there
have not been any complaints from neighbors since the start of the operation.

Update: 20 February 2020
Production of taro and banana chips is being up-scaled. Existing premises are being retrofitted
to include office in the front to receive clients, and added space for cooking, sorting/quality
control, packing and storage. Floor area is also being ceramic tiled to enhance cleanliness and
hygiene.
Main safeguards issue is waste management. Main solid waste are skin peelings of taro and
bananas but these are now used (cooked and mix with other ingredients) for pig feed. Cooking
oil is re-used for several cycles before replaced; discarded oil is still usable and is taken home
by workers in plastic containers. Solid waste from packaging plastic and card boards are
collected and disposed of at the PUMA landfill at Tafaigata.
Client was encouraged to get premises HACCP certified. With new retrofitted factory, this
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should not pose a problem. SABS assistance is likely to be requested.

Figure 3: Cooking banana chips at Victorene’s
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Update: 30, June 2020
This operation was visited for this report on 29 June, 2020. The taro and banana chips
operation is closed; the remaining operations (not funded by ADB) are the coconut biscuits and
keke saiga. All workers for the chips operation is laid off except for two girls working in the front
office. According to Arlene Tamapua, demand for taro and banana chips have reduced
drastically since the COVID-19 lockdown; it shows that the main market were Samoans
travelling abroad who wants to take something Samoan with them for relatives abroad.
Local outlets are still being supplied from existing stock but this is running out quickly.
There are no issues of concern in the absence of any operation.
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12.

Vicky’s Coconut Jams, Vaivase, Upolu.

This is a new client who has been making coconut jams for about two years in a home-based
kitchen operation.
Site description:
Vicky’s operates out of her home, in a make-shift enlarged kitchen with space for storing bottles,
boxes and other business equipment and supplies, as well as benches where jam is bottled,
labelled and packed into boxes for delivery. The location (Vaivase village) is a sub-urban
residential area of freehold landowners subdivided into acre or half acre sections, most of them
properly separated by chainlinked fences and or hedges. A retail store once operated by Vicky’s
and now leased to a Chinese businessman, operates in front, opening on to the main road.
Coconut jam is made by cooking/burning brown sugar (purchased from the local stores) over a
gas oven into a caramelized form, before mixing it with fresh coconut cream, with fresh lemon
leaves added for flavoring.
When the jam is cooled it is then poured in to bottles, labelled and box for transportation to
outlets. The entire operation is manual and employing 5 people including the Owners (Vicky and
husband).
The main inputs are brown sugar and coconut cream. Brown sugar is purchased locally and
coconut is sourced from the family farm, or occasionally bought from nearby farmers. The
coconut is husked and grated before the cream is squeezed out manually using a dried mesh of
banana fibers. Coconut husks and shells are by-products but the volumes are low, with these
used as fuel for open-fire (traditional umu) cooking. Labels are printed locally and manually
taped onto the bottles. Boxes for packaging and transportation are purchased pre-cut from a
local source. A cello-tape is used to stick the labels onto the bottles.
There is no solid waste of significant to be of concern, with the floor and shelfs cleaned daily.
The premises are located in Vicky’s home (kitchen) and extended into an adjoining space where
shelving is built for bottling and labelling, and boxing.
Initial Safeguards assessment
Env – Cat C
IR – Cat C
Update: 30 June 2019
During the monitoring visit, normal production was progressing with boxes of jams packed and
ready for delivery. The Owner’s husband explained that they are working with the NFM on their
proposal and are awaiting SABS financial assistance.
There were no safeguards concerns observed.
Update: 21 February 2020
Production was in full swing supplying a market in American Samoa. The issues of managing
by-products and solid wastes are well managed. Waste amounts are minimum to start with.
Update: 30 June, 2020
Inspected on 22 June, the owner advised that the factory had been closed since April with the
restrictions on international travel including that to American Samoa, which is their main market.
There is now anticipation travel to American Samoa is expected to be lifted at end of June, and
she has since resumed preparation for full production by stocking up on inputs – coconuts
mainly. There are plans for recalling furloughed workers in the following week.
In the absence of production over the last several months, there are no safeguards issues of
concern.
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13.

Pauli Faafetai’s Plantation, Salelologa, Savaii.

Pauli Faafetai is a new client but has been in business for several years as a large-scale taro
producer, both for export and local market.
Site location:
Pauli Faafetai’s farm is located in the interior of Salelologa, on forested customary lands of
Salelologa village, about 8 - 10 km from the Salelologa town. It is accessible partially by a
sealed village plantation road with the rest of the way being a roughly hewn single lane vehicle
track. The site is relatively flat to gentle sloping from south to north. Estimated elevation is
o
o
about 40m asl with the estimated GPS coordinates of 13 43’19.51”S and 172 14’12.25”W.
Agribusiness activities:
The farm produces a mix of cattle, coconuts, taro, ava, and bananas. The cattle is integrated
with coconuts (grazing under coconut) and are physically separated by a barbed wire fence
from the cropped areas (taro, ava etc). The crops occupy land previously cultivated with no
native forest cleared. Recently fallowed lands are still in vines with remnant taros seen but
overgrown with vines Taro is intercropped with ava and in many areas where the taro is already
harvested, the ava trees can be seen emerging above the vines and weeds. The remnant taro
(lauvai) is given away to other village farmers as planting material, cost-free.
The plantation consists of several blocks of planted taro with bushland/forested areas
deliberately spared to separate them, in some cases acting as wind barriers. [Pauli explained
that he minimizes the cutting down of standing native forests to the extent possible, including
remnant relic trees to minimize erosion and loss of top soils]. Because of this, one has to walk
around the stands of bushland to get to the various taro blocks, of which there are several. Each
block of planted taro is about 4 – 5 acres in size.
Pauli has about 100 acres under cultivation in taro, kava, bananas and the cattle/coconut farm.
He employs 6 young men permanently, to prepare the land, plant, weed and harvest the
matured taro. Weedicides especially glyphosphate is the main chemical used.
SABS is assisting Pauli with funding for some equipment (chainsaws, knives), farm supplies and
in upgrading farm roads to facilitate the transportation of planting materials and the taro
harvests from the field to the cleaning shack, before they are transported to Salelologa for
further cleaning sorting, bagging. Following the bags of taro is either collected by the Taro
Importer, or otherwise it delivered to the Importers packing shed in another part of Salelologa.
In terms of environmental and social safeguards, Pauli’s operation triggers ADB’s Environment
Assessment Policy due to the use of chemicals and environmental impacts associated with road
formation and repair. There is clearing of secondary shrubs but most of these are young
regenerations from previously cleared lands. The forests are on flat land with no soil erosion
issues of concern.
The land is customary owned but under Pauli’s family (Pauli is the chief of the family) for several
generations and their ownership is not disputed by anyone.
Env – Cat B. An ESMP is recommended to guide the road repair works. Site inspection found
the chemicals to be safely stored in a locked 20ft container. No chemical plan is recommended.
IR – Cat C. No further documentation is required.
Update: 30 June 2019
An ESMP was prepared with SABS assistance and reviewed by the ESS, to guide road
formation and repair works, primarily to ensure soil erosion is minimized and effectively
mitigated. The road repair works involved the use of a single excavator and this work is
expected to begin in late July/August. Delay is due to unavailability of the excavator from the
local hirepool.
Meanwhile, taro is continually planted, harvested and sold. Cleaning the harvested taro takes
place in the plantation and the organic waste is piled and then covered with leaves and or a thin
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layer of soil, to accelerate composting before being spread out in the field. Sorting and bagging
takes place at Pauli’s garage next to his residence from where it is picked up and taken away by
the exporter (for washing and containerization at his premises). Sub-grade taro is sold in front of
Pauli’s main road store in Salelologa town.
Chemicals (mainly of glyphosphate weed killer trade name Grammoxone) are safely stored in
sealed plastic buckets before they are locked away in a 20-foot container. Field application of
agrichemicals has not been observed since this client came on board, thus the issue of safe
handling in the field with respect to occupation health and safety requirements, remain to be
assessed.
Update: 23 January 2020
Taro plantation uses MAF approved weedicide which is safely stored (locked in container at
Client’s residence). Weedicide use by workers was observed and proper safety requirements
during mixing and application with the use of proper protective gear (footwear, gloves, aprons)
were observed.
There were plans for upgrading the access road with SABS funding. An ESMP was prepared
with SABS support to ensure impacts are properly managed by road contractor. But to date, this
work has not been carried out.
There are no land issues and ongoing expansion of planted areas is on previously cleared and
cultivated land thus there is no adverse impact on pristine and ecologically sensitive
environments.

Figure 4: Fa’afetai’s taro awaiting exporter’s (Samoa Agro Marketing) truck
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Update: June, 2020
Pauli Fa’afetai’s farm was visited on the 23 June 2020. The critical issues are (i) management of
agrichemicals and (ii) farm road construction. Chemicals are well managed – securely locked
with chemicals containerized and labelled. Only Pauli has access. The planned farm road
remains on hold, for financial reasons. SABS has already prepared an ESMP for managing
environmental and social safeguards should this proceed.
The farm is among the suppliers of taro planting material for the MAF’s COVID-19 Stimulus
Initiative. Fa’afetai is also now contemplating exporting to American Samoa, a more profitable
market relative to the existing one. There are no safeguards issues of concern with this
proposal. There are also other plans for setting up a market outlet for taro and other produce
adjacent to his store in Salelologa town. Details of this will be provided and an ESS assessment
carried out once more information is known.
The workforce remain unchanged with the five workers (male) retained.
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14.

Taualagi Ulimasao’s Enterprises, Puapua, Savaii

Taulalagi Ulimasao is a new (2019) client, but the operation has been on-going for a number of
years.
The venture buys coconuts from local farmers, and sells the large nuts while the under-sized
nuts are dried into copra. Both products are sold to a coconut oil producing company in Apia.
Sometimes, Taualagi also sells the coconut husks to his client in Apia. Taualagi has two copra
drying wood fueled ovens built into natural dents in the lava rock immediately behind the family
residence. Each oven occupies about 10m by 10m of space. The production of copra leaves
behind two main by-products – coconut husks and shells – part of which are used as fuel in
copra drying operation but the excess remains and continues to accumulate.
Site description:
The venture is in the owner’s village of Puapua, next door to his residence, and adjacent to his
other on-going business, the making of concrete blocks (bricks) for home construction. Puápuá
village is about 50 minutes by car from the Salelologa wharf on the northern side of Savaii
village. The site is predominantly bare lava rock some of it partly covered with vegetation of
vines and primary invader tree species and shrubs that have established on the thin soil.
Land occupied by Taualagi is customary owned meaning it is ultimately controlled by the
Puapua Village Council but allocated to each village family for their homes and crops. The
tenure is secured, with no one disputing Taualagi’s family use and occupation for several
generations.
The venture is sited near and surrounded by a dense secondary forest on three sides – east,
south and west. The surrounding forest is dense and healthy looking and is likely to provide a
habitation for birds and reptiles. Based on consultations, there are no plans by Taualagi for
expansion which would threaten the surrounding forests and its fauna population.
Surrounding communities:
The nearest communities are the villages of Puapua and Patamea, the former about a kilometer
east, and the latter about 5-6km to the west. In between are mixed tropical forests, part of it
planted under an ADB and NZAID funded reforestation project in the late 1990s. The village of
Puápuá has a population of 510 (283 males and 227 females) according to the 2016 census.
Patamea’s population is 649 (350 males and 299 females). Like most rural Samoan villages, the
primary occupation is agriculture, largely subsistence but with excess production of taro,
coconuts/copra sold for household income. There are several household-based small retail
stores, long-lining fishing alias and copra making activities.
Environmental Impacts:
The Client’s activities require no chemicals and the only by-products generated is the coconut
husk, coconut shells and coconut water. Coconut water is not used and is simply disposed into
the surrounding environment. Husks are sometimes sold to locals for gardening purposes (by
truckload), and for firewood. Coconut shells are used to partially fuel the wood ovens which also
require dry woody biomass.
The increasing mountain of coconut husks and shells behind the copra driers is an issue facing
this venture. Whilst it is non-biodegradable, it does not decompose readily. The growing
stockpile would ideally be reduced if reused/recycled, or otherwise with some environmental
friendly method of disposal.
ADB Safeguards:
Taualagi’s venture triggers the ADB’s Environmental Policy as a precautionary measure largely
due to the large volume of byproducts (coconut husks and shells) generated for which there is
currently no management solution, either for recycling, re-use, or otherwise safe disposal. The
solid waste however is biodegradable and can be disposed of in a suitable location without any
adverse long term environmental impact. As it is, it’s a visual nuisance that can potentially
become a breeding ground for rodents.
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Initial Safeguards Assessment
Env – Cat B.
IR – Cat C
Update: 30 June 2019
This venture has been visited several times over 2018 and 2019, as SABS investigates and
assess its eligibility for funding and technical support. On all occasions, production of copra is
on-going, manually with the employment of 10 young men.
The issue of disposal or reuse of coconut husks and shells is unavoidable given the visible
mountain of husks growing behind the copra ovens. Discussions with the Client’s oil producer in
Apia, revealed investigations being conducted into the feasibility of a biogasification venture that
will utilize coconut husks and shells for renewable energy generation.
Update 22 January 2020
This operation is complying. We’ve been encouraging the Client to reuse the coconut husk,
which are piled up behind the Client’s property. There are plans for their reuse for coconut
husks in a bio-gasification project but there is no progress with this idea to date. Meanwhile,
there are no environmental concerns or adverse impacts resulting from it. Occasionally, people
collect husks for free for firewood, gardening and other landscaping purposes.
One of the copra ovens was burnt down the night before the monitoring visit. The Client was
thus preoccupied with rebuilding this. There are no OHS issues of concern and the oven was
being rebuilt. This is traditional rock/pole oven and not a major construction. Client says
maximum of 3 days to rebuild.

Figure 5: Copra drying at Taualagi’s operation; coconut husks piling up in the
background.
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Update: 30 June, 2020
This venture was inspected on 22 June for this update. The operation is fully operational with
both copra-drying ovens – including that previously reported burned - now fully restored.
There are no safeguards concerns. The issue of reusing coconut husks remains. Huge
quantities of husks are piling up behind the copra-drying ovens. However it is not causing any
hazards to the operation and or the natural environment. Locals are also allowed to collect
husks at no cost for gardening and firewood. Plans for the use of husks for a biogas operation
previously expressed by Taualagi’s main client in Apia are still in the air.
The operation employs 12 males during this visit.
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15.

Foundation for Farming, Sa’anapu.

This is a new client for SABS but a commercial operation that has been on-going for several
years.
The venture is an existing mixed farm, predominantly of taro, of a considerably large scale by
local standards with available land conservatively estimated at around 1,000 acres.
Consultations with the Client (Saolotoga and Ene Pupi) found that the immediate focus involving
SABS assistance is to expand production of taro, cocoa, and cattle.
Site description:
The proposed site is in the village of Sa’anapu, South Upolu and about 45 minutes drive from
Apia, accessible from the main South Coast Road but located inland with the upper boundaries
approaching the central Upolu plateau. Total land area is conservatively estimated at 1,000
acres of customary land, and increasing as the Client is continuously clearing native forests.
Most of the land is fenced especially where cattle is grazed, but newly cleared land remains
unfenced, but converted to taro plantation immediately upon clearance.
Vegetation Site vegetation is a mixed of, fallowed land where taro planting has been harvested with the
land rested before replanting, and new partially cleared forested land where the larger canopy
trees are retained for shade, with some of the sub-canopy tress to be cleared later (i.e. 2 – 3
months) once the newly planted taro is established. The scattering of canopy height trees that
are spared comprise part of the old growth vegetation and consist of species such as tava
(Pometia pinnata), a’amatia (_____), asi vao (Syzygium spp). Most of these are over 30m in
height and with diameter-breast-height (dbh) of over 50cm. Some of the fallowed land that has
been left for a few years is showing significant revegetation by highly invasive non-native woody
species with fa’apasi (Spathodea campanulate), fau (Hibiscus sp) and in open spaces, lapiti
(Solanum torvum) the most prominent. Fa’apasi appears to be coppicing prolifically from
existing stumps, suggesting it is likely to be difficult to eradicate.
Biodiversity A range of native birds are observed including the ti’otala (flat-billed kingfisher Halcyon
recurvirostris), fantail (Rhipidura nebulosa) and Samoa triller (Lalage sharpie) and Samoan
whistler (Pachycephala flavifrons). Pigeons are reported but not observed, likewise flying foxes.
Likewise the invasive myna is expected but wasn’t observed.
A major pest is feral pigs which eats the taro corms late into its growth cycle and resulting in
significant losses in production. Feral pigs are of no biodiversity conservation significance and
should be eradicated wherever possible.
Nearby Communities –
There are no nearby communities within a radius of over 5 kilometre from the proposed site with
access to the project site only through the main gate near the family homestead on the South
Coast Road.
The farm currently employ 25 – 30 workers (all male) with plans to employ some village women
once work on cocoa replanting starts.
SABS Supported Activities
SABS provides financial and technical support for the expansion of the existing plantation of
taro, cocoa, some bananas, coconuts and cattle. Some kava is also planted in small patches
throughout the cleared land.
ADB Safeguards
ADB Safeguards Policy on Environment is triggered. The safeguards issues of concern are the
(i) management of agrochemicals and (ii) the potential threat of forest clearing on sensitive
ecosystems and natural habitats.
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Initial Environmental Assessment:
Env - Cat B. A simple Chemical Management Plan is recommended. Measures for mitigating
the threat posed to native forests are required, including limiting land clearing into new old
growth secondary forests, and encouraging mixed planting of crops and trees.
IR – Cat C
Update: 30 June 2019
Management of agrochemicals, glyphosphate being the most used weedicides, is in compliance
with ADB requirements for safe handling, application and storage.
The threat posed to native forests of conservation value from continuing land clearing is difficult
to address. Expansion is partly motivated by land grabbing, with ownership of customary lands
in Samoa claimed simply by clearing and occupying the land. The Owners have been
encouraged instead to intensify the cultivation of previously cleared land, and in some cases,
engage in trees replanting in some areas to provide shade, and re-vegetation.
Update: 15 December 2019
Previous concern regarding impact on native forests and sensitive habitats remains but forest
clearance has not extended beyond previous boundary (possibly temporarily) with planting
returning to land previously cleared. Maintenance work (mainly weeding and use of weedicides)
is ongoing. Storage and use of weedicides are in compliance in terms of safety of workers.
Difficult to monitor due to remoteness of farm and extremely poor road, which even the SABS’
4WD Toyota Hilux can’t handle.
Update: 30 June, 2020
This Client was not available for a monitoring visit for this report. Also, the farm is not readily
accessible with the Project vehicle, the road is deeply fissured in many places and not well
maintained, and too deep into the hinterland. The last visit to the farm used LandCruiser
vehicles provided by the Client.
The main safeguards issues are (i) management of agrichemicals, and (ii) potential of loss of
sensitive environments and virgin forests. The issue of chemical management was previously
assessed and found satisfactory, in particular their safe storage which is in the shed adjacent to
their residence.
Possible loss of virgin forests and sensitive habitats requires actual site walk-through and
preferably drone images. Difficulties with road access are mentioned above.
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16.

Tupaemanaia Liu’s Integrated Farm, Salelologa, Savaii

The Agribusiness is a new SABS client but an on-going concern producing a wide variety of
fresh vegetables supplying 2 supermarkets owned by the Client in Salelologa, and to Ah Liki’s
Farmer Joe supermarkets in Apia.
SABS assistance (finance and business support) is requested to support upscaling/expansion
into a new 10 acre and 30 acre leases (the latter is under negotiation) and diversification into
taro for the export market. The agribusiness currently employs 8 full time staff (7 men and 1
woman) on its farm, which supplies two supermarkets with workforces of over 30 men and
women combined.
Site description:
The site is in the village of Salelologa, less than 5 minutes from the Salelologa wharf, along the
main road. A second site (10 acres) is further along the Salelologa plantation road another 5
minutes from the first site.
Both sites are leased land from a customary landowner. Sites have been previously cultivated
thus existing vegetation are remnant taro, pineapples and other crops overgrown with weeds;
some scattered poumuli trees including along the perimeter fence, and invasive tree species
mostly Macaranga scattered throughout. Coconuts up to 10m in height are also scattered
throughout. Except for mynas and bulbuls, no other avifauna was observed during the site
inspection. Native fauna are expected to include domesticated pigs, and native birds such as
sega, iao, vea, and flying foxes.
There are no observed natural habitats or native endemic vegetation of conservation
significance and no signs of physical cultural resources of importance.
Adjacent communities:
Site 1 along the main road is surrounded by local residences on three sides. The farm extends
away from the main road. On either side are partially cultivated areas belonging to neighbouring
families. Site 2 is in more inland location with the nearest house more than 400 m away except
the typical small plantation shelters local farmers build to provide shelter and protection from the
elements.
The proposed activities will not generate neither noise nor odour or any other adverse
environmental impact that will be a nuisance to any nearby population.
Brief description of activities/works etc:
The venture currently produces a mix of vegetables for the local market and in the near future,
taro for the export market. In the vegetable gardens, land clearing is partially mechanized (using
hand held machines for turning soil and making beds), uses weedicides (glyphosphate
(Grammoxone)) for initial land clearing, before manual planting and maintenance weeding.
Chicken manure is the only fertilizer used. One pesticide (DiPel DF) is used to control bugs.
This is an organic insecticide for the control of catepillars on fruits and vegetables endorsed by
organic certifiers IFOAM and BioGro. Water from partially roof-fed water tanks, provide for the
daily needs of the crops. Two tunnel houses fully cropped stand on the eastern (frontal) side.
A total of 8 full time workers are rotated between the two sites, with additional part time labour
provided by staff (women) from the owners’ two supermarkets on a need-to basis, for weeding
and harvesting.
In terms of ADB’s safeguards policy, the proposed activities of Liu’s Integrated Farm trigger two
safeguards policies (i) the Environment Assessment Policy, and the Chemicals Policy by virtue
of the use and management of agricultural chemicals. Two chemicals are used, glyphosphate
(trade named Grammoxone) for weed killing and DiPel DF for insecticide control. Both are
registered chemicals with the Samoa Pesticides Registration. The level of pesticide and
chemical fertilizer use is low. The critical issues are OHS - safe handling and storage.
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The extent of land clearing is considered below the threshold for triggering the Environmental
Assessment Policy. Land currently used are previously cleared forests with the current
vegetation consisting mainly of vines (mile-a-minute) and in some cases, the dreaded broad-leaf
vine (Merremia peltata) and low growth of macaranga, hibiscus and a number of legumes
including albizzia. Existing access tracks are adequate and there are no plans disclosed for
road upgrade.
Land is leased from customary landowners. Copy of lease agreement was provided. The Owner
is also known to be pursuing an additional lease of land from the Samoa Land Corporation
(SLC). To date, the outcome of this endeavor is not known.
Initial Environmental Category – Cat C
Initial IR Category – Cat C.
Update: 30 June 2019
Liu’s Integrated Farm is on-going with vegetables in full production targeting the Pacific Games
in July. Taro planting is on-going on the leased customary land. The use of chemical
(weedicide) is limited to the initial land clearing and the handling and use of agrochemicals is in
compliance with best practice for OHS.
Update: 23 January 2020
Vegetable garden has extended to about 10 acres. There is limited use of chemicals to
weedicide for initial clearing of densely weeded areas, otherwise the entire operation is largely
organic with chicken manure extensively used to maintain soil productivity, integrated pest
control practiced and specific insecticides for controlling bugs affecting cabbages. There is safe
storage of chemicals (locked in room at the Client’s shop) and strict adherence to safe handling
and application of chemicals through use of protective gear.
The Client’s used of leased customary lands was questioned by the ESS because he was not
a matai which is a qualification for leasing customary lands under the Alienation of Customary
Lands Act 1965. But this issue has been addressed satisfactorily because Liu was bestowed a
matai title (Tupaemanaia from Tuanaí village) late in 2019. Official certificate confirming the
Client’s matai title was sighted. Thus the lease agreement is in order. Land leased belongs to
Client’s wife’s family.
Update: June 2020
rd
This project was visited on the 23 June. The vegetable farm is fully operational and produce is
harvested weekly (sometimes more frequent) in response to market demands, including Liu’s
four supermarkets (2 in Salelologa, 1 in Lalomalava and a new one in Falealupo).
Two women have been added to the workforce on a full time basis since the last visit. Training
on basic farming skills were carried out by Liu and the farm’s Chinese supervisor. Total
workforce on the vegetable farm is now 4 plus the supervisor.
The taro plantation was not visited on this occasion (in a different location). But the shed for
storing chemicals was visited and found to be safe and well kept. The main chemical use is
Glyphosphate (weedicide) but there are others with Chinese labels that need checking out. The
room also stores tools, fertilizers and some pesticides – all separated in different locked
compartments.
Liu’s land leases are in order and were sighted in the previous visit.
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17.

Purpose Plantation, Aleisa, Upolu.

The subproject is in its early start-up stage, with initial plantings of taro and bananas on the
ground. Consultations with the Client suggest that her immediate focus involving SABS
assistance is on vegetables production (targeting less produced vegetables such as
asparagus), as well as taro and bananas.
Site description:
The proposed site is in the village of Aleisa, about 15 minutes from Apia, and fronting the main
road going to the EPC Fiaga Facility. Total land area is 50 acres, partially fenced, and mostly
idled and previously cultivated with taro and some cattle.
The site shows no sign of forest occupation with shrubs and grass vegetation well established
and dominant. There are scattered forest remnants observed in the gullies where little
cultivation is likely to have penetrated and the remaining trees are not native, but large
spreading ficus trees along the contours reportedly grown for wind breaks. The rest of the land’s
vegetation is of shrubs and weeds of various species, of no known biodiversity conservation
value.
Some newly planted bananas occupy about a quarter acre along the main road near the farm
entrance. This is of the recently introduced cavendish variety now promoted by MAF. There are
no observed birds during the assessment (which was marred by rain) but this environment
would be within the range and territories of the flying fox, and the invasive myna and bulbul.
There are no observed natural habitats or native endemic vegetation of conservation
significance. There are also no signs of physical cultural resources or of any remnants of old
settlements and or houses that may suggest structures of potential cultural importance.
Adjacent communities:
There are no nearby communities within a radius of one kilometre from the proposed site,
except possibly one or two isolated farmhouses of similar farming properties further up the
Aleisa drive.
Brief description of activities/works etc:
The Client aims to establish a plantation of mixed crops but with the main being vegetables, taro
and bananas. At this initial inspection, the land is uncultivated except about 50 bananas (the
first part of a total order of 500) and remnant taro from a previous cultivation cycle are in the
ground. Vegetables will involve the use of Chinese made tunnel houses. Selective use of
agrochemicals is expected. The farm currently employs 6 permanent workers (4 boys, 2 girls)
with some shared labourers with the owner’s mother’s farm in Siusega, which was also visited in
this assessment.
Proposed activities
SABS financial and technical support is requested for expansion of the hitherto initial planting of
bananas, and to introduce taro and selected vegetables. Choice of vegetables are those
currently imported from NZ including spinach, broccoli, zucchinis, and fruits such as dragon
fruits, berries etc..
Safeguards
The ADB’s Safeguards Policies triggered is the Environment Policy due to the proposed use of
chemicals (weedicides and pesticides). Initial planting of taro will involve use of weedicide for
land preparation (manual spraying), and no tilling or earthmoving activities. The anticipated
preparation of vegetable beds and the installation of tunnel houses will have minimal
environmental impact, mainly because the likely sites are areas previously planted with taro and
now covered by weeds and vines. The initial Environment Categorization is C.
There are no IR issues with no land acquisition, physical or economic displacement and the
Client’s lease of the land is not in dispute.
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Initial Safeguards Categorization –
Envi – Cat C
IR - Cat C.
Update: 30 June 2019
The site visit was not completed because the Owner did not turn up at the site as schedule and
the farm gate was locked.
As a result, it is not known how much cultivation has been done since the last visit but the NFM
reported plans by the Owner for road works. This is not confirmed but if so, would require an
upgrading of the Environment Category from Cat C to Cat B. The Owner will have to apply for a
PUMA Development Consent, which will require a PEAR (Preliminary Environmental
Assessment Report) and an ESMP. It is recommended that these documentations are provided
first before SABS deliver on any approved financial and technical assistance.
Update: 12 December 2019
Storage and use of chemicals are in compliance. But, unbeknown to SABS, the Client
constructed a network of farm roads that should have been better planned and managed. SABS
only found out after the access roads were completed. The farm roads were carried out without
appropriate environmental assessment. PUMA Regulation would have required a Development
Permit but these were not complied with.
There are no visible adverse impacts of the newly established farm roads on any sensitive
habitats. There are no run-off issues and the roads shoulders are overgrown and providing
areas for any run-off to seep into the ground. Construction impacts also appear to have been
minimal with no large trees felled.

Figure 6: Newly formed farm roads at Purpose Plantation
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Update: 30 June, 2020
This Client was unavailable for this monitoring visit.

18.

E-Life Samoa Wild Tumeric

This is a new Client, and a relatively recent operation that produces turmeric-based beverages
as a health product targeting both the export and local markets.
Site description:
The venture operates out of an old ice cream factory located about 1.5km uphill from the center
of Apia, at Motootua and about 500m immediately downhill of the National Hospital. The area is
highly commercialized with a printing company 20m to the front, and an accommodation
complex currently under construction immediately to the south, separated by a 6ft high concrete
wall. A block of apartments is to the southeast, and below and across the road to the west are a
mix of residential properties, an art gallery and several restaurants.
The land is freehold belong to the Owner’s wife’s family and is fenced on all sides.
The land is free of vegetation other than weeds and vines behind the factory.
Proposed activities:
The venture involves the sourcing of turmeric roots from local farmers and from the Owner’s
farm, drying to a set moisture content before manual cleaning and mechanical pulping to extract
the juice. The juice is then sieved and filtered to remove lumps before they are bottled, labelled
and stored under control temperatures. Packing for delivery to local stores and or for shipment
overseas are done manually. The operation employs 3 people including the owners.
The beverage is marketed as a health drink. SABS is requested to provide technical support at
this initial stage, largely for marketing the beverages overseas.
Environmental Impacts:
The operation has no adverse environmental impacts. Tumeric plants grow wild and are
harvested in the wild by some farmers. At the same time, the owner and several suppliers have
cultivated it as a farm crop to ensure continuity of supply.
In the factory, the pulp by-product is also sold (although on a small scale) as a healthy
ingredient for dog food.
Waste water is generated from the washing activities and this is conveyed into drainage pipes
that takes them to a septic tank behind the factory. An overflow into a sump was inspected and
found that there is no smell or unpleasant odor exuded from this waste.
ADB Safeguards
This is a relatively impact free operation. No safeguards policy is triggered with the amount of of
solid and liquid waste generated of low volumes and adequately managed. The operation is
also already HACCP certified and the raw material is organically grown.
Initial Safeguards Assessment:
Env – Cat C
IR – Cat C.
Update: 30 June 2019
The factory was not producing with the owner out buying fresh turmeric from his network of
farmers/suppliers. In the factory, the lone worker is checking on turmeric on the drying racks.
There are no safeguards issues of concern.
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Update: 18 January 2020
This operation produces bottled turmeric juice (health drink) for local and export market.
Operation is HACCP certified and well maintained. Waste is minimum as the whole nonu fruit is
used including skin. Only waste is wastewater from cleaning of fruits and regular wash-down of
factory floor. But these are well managed with wastewater conveyed into outside sump. There
are no solid wastes of any concern except small volumes of plastic and cardboard offcuts from
packaging activities. These are collected and disposed at the PUMA managed landfill at
Tafaigata.

Figure 7: E-Life Wild Tumeric bottles and labels
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Update: 28 June, 2020
The factory is closed but was open on my request to meet with the owner. Closure is due to loss
of exports since international air travel restrictions were imposed as part of the COVID-19
lockdown.
One worker is retained and working with Helena to restart production. The other Co-owner
(Helena’s husband) is stuck in Brisbane Australia since the lockdown started; he was on a
marketing trip.
The factory is HCCP certified and was recently reassessed and found satisfactory. There are
no waste issues of concern.

19.

Ioane and Dora Maposua’s Farm, Aleisa, Upolu

This is a new Client but an existing agri-business that has been in operation for several years.
Site description:
John Maposua owns and manages a 10 acre vegetable farm in Aleisa. Land is situated on the
western side along the Amosa Rd, about 1km uphill from the Amosa Rd/main Rd junction.
Estimated elevation (Google Earth) is about 300-301m asl; with GPS coordinates of
o
o
13 51’56.18”S and 171 51’01.54”W.
The total 10 acre is fully cultivated and tilled mechanically with beds laid out, some planted
others recently harvested. Older fallowed beds are occupied by weeds and vines, awaiting retilling and re-cropping.
Land is bordered by a public road on the eastern side (Amosa Rd). The south, west and
northern flanks are other privately owned lands, some cultivated while land on the western flank
is under forest cover (land owner – Ben Steffany).
Land is gently sloping to the west, with beds aligned east-west to maximize use of slope for
gravity-fed irrigation. Water is scarce, and is mostly from rain-fed storage tanks augmented by
manual supply from outside sources. Soil type at the farm is described by ACS Wright (1963) as
of the Aana type (3b), which is reddish brown in colour, stony and boulder.
Vegetation cover The site is fully cultivated with areas under fallow, where weeds and vines have taken over.
Otherwise, the site is covered by a wide assortment of vegetables at various stages of maturity
including Chinese cabbages, eggplants, tomatoes, sweet corn, capsicums, water melons,
pumpkins etc..
Physical cultural resources There are no physical cultural resources on the site.
Adjacent communities:
The farm house on the site is occupied by the Owner’s in laws. There are residences uphill,
downhill and on the opposite side of the road from the farm. All are farming families with
homesteads surrounded by intensively cropped areas. Most are on freehold land.
Brief description of activities/works etc:
The Applicant is seeking SABS’ financial assistance to support the cost of increased
mechanization, more plastic tunnel houses, seeds and possibly farming equipment including
chemical sprayers.
Potential Environmental and Social Impacts This is an existing farming operation with the proposed works a continuation of current farming
activities, albeit at improved efficiencies and improved productivity and quality. Potential impact
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of chemical use on workers and family is well appreciated by the owner (a long time farmer) with
storage shed for chemicals very secure and only accessed by the Owner.
In terms of ADB’s Safeguards Policies, the proposal will trigger the Environment Safeguards
area due high level of chemical use and a written Chemical Management Plan is recommended.
There are no IR issues of concern with the land a freehold property.
Initial Safeguards Categorization –
Env – Cat B. Chemical Management Plan is recommended.
IR – Cat C. No further documentation required but a copy of the land deeds for SABS file is
required.
Update: 30 June 2019
The farm is intensively cropped with a wide assortment of vegetables, for the local market but
also in anticipation of the requirements for feeding the 5000 athletes expected for the Pacific
Games in July 2019.
The visit to the owner’s residence allowed us to inspect the Chemical Storage shed, which is a
locked shed use for storage of farm supplies including chemicals, fertilizers and tools. The
management of chemicals is assessed as in compliance with OHS best practice.

Figure 8: Views of Ioane and Dora’s vegetable farm, Aleisa
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Update: 25 June, 2020
On this visit, Dora (sole owner since John’s untimely passing by vehicle accident early in 2020)
was supervising the harvesting of head cabbages for existing contracts with supermarkets and
the National Hospital. Operation is on-going according to Dora and about 20 tunnel houses are
fully grown with a wide range of vegetables. A new plot of dragon-fruits (about 0.25 acre) is
growing fast.
Dora said all workers are retained and COVID-19 is not impacting their operation in a negative
way. There is positive pressure from market to supply more, however, since imports from NZ
have been cut down by travel restrictions due to COVID-19 lockdown.
The management of chemicals remains satisfactory; a new chemical storage shed have been
built on site and now provide storage space on a daily basis. This is to reduce the unnecessary
transportation of chemicals and tools on a daily basis to and from the bulk storage at their
home, which is some distance away.

20.

Sala Sagato Plantation (SAPE), Fiaga and Fasitoo-Uta, Upolu

The agribusiness seeks SABS support for the upscaling and expansion of an existing taro
plantation into new lands. It is an on-going agribusiness currently exporting taro to NZ,
American Samoa and to local clients/market.
B.1. Site description: Site 1 – Fiaga
The project site is in central Western Upolu, in the interior of the village of Fasitoo-uta. The land
is about 5km uphill from the Aleisa Ala-faálava and is accessible by an all-weather tar-sealed
road providing access to the EPC facility in Fiaga. Part of the road to the site is not sealed but a
rough formed track requiring a four-wheel drive vehicle.
The Fiaga site is 50 acres, is partially cleared and under cultivation with mainly taro, but also
interspersed with yams, some bananas, fruit trees and vegetables.
Soil maps prepared by DSIR (ACS Wright, 1963) describe the soils in the area as soils of
moderate fertility some already developed for non-pastoral and pastoral agriculture, and others
suitable for new agricultural development. The geological maps (ibid.) describe the area as
comprising of Lefaga and Mulifanua Volcanics (moderately weathered olivine basalt) having an
average soil depth of 6 – 18 inches of clay and loamy soils.
The terrain is gently sloping and undulating, mainly downwards, suggesting the site elevation to
be apex of the central plateau dividing north and southern western Upolu. According to Google
Earth, elevation range from 300 – 350m asl.
Vegetation/flora
The existing vegetation is a mix of old growth secondary forests and more recent regrowth
suggesting regeneration in forest gaps created by recent cyclones and strong wind events.
Secondary regrowth are dominated by pioneer species – now mostly considered invasive –
such as fa’apasi (Spathodea campulate), papata (Macaranga spp), pulu vao (Funtumia elastic),
pulu mamoe (Castiloa elastic) and fau (Hibiscus spp). Patches of native species including tava
(Pometia pinnata), and Asi (Syzygium) and probably mamalava (Planchonella spp) are still
standing, some spared within areas already cultivated and others in the uncleared area, forming
the upper forest canopy that reaches 30m in height. Some areas previously cropped are left
fallowed. These areas have remnant taro from suckers but overgrown by vines and weeds.
Other biodiversity (fauna)
Not many birds were observed during the site assessment, but this area is expected to be
territories and food range of many land bird species including the wattle honeyeater (iao;
Foulehaio carunculata); cardinal honey eater (segasegamouú; Myzomela cardinalis), Samoan
starling (fuia, Aplonis atrifusca), barn owl (lulu, Tyto alba),white throated pigeon (fiaui, Columba
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vitiensis castaneicieps), flat-billed kingfisher (tiotala, Halcyon recurvirostris) as well as flying
foxes (peá, Pteropus samoensis; P.tonganus) and Pacific pigeons (lupe, Ducula pacifica). None
of these species are considered critically endangered (as per IUCN Red List of Endangered
Species), although the continuous loss or modification of natural habitats as a result of land
clearing for agriculture is a major threat to their long term survival.
Feral pigs are present and are a potential threat.
Land ownership
Land is leased Government land from the Samoa Land Corporation (SLC). Lease term is 50
years.
Physical cultural resources
There are no known physical cultural resources in the area, although no thorough survey was
undertaken to assess this due to the density of the undergrowth.
Adjacent communities:
The project site is isolated from the nearest community (i.e. Aleisa) by some 5 – 10 km. There
are scattered shelters in neighbouring blocks – also leased from SLC - but no permanent
dwellings and occupants.
B.2. Site 2 – Fasitoo-Uta
Site description:
The Fasitoo-uta site is in the interior of the village of Fasitoo-uta about 10km from the main
coast road, and 3km downhill from the Aleisa Ala-faálava. There is a village vehicle access
track to the site but is poorly maintained.
The Fasitoo-Uta site is about 50 acres, and consists of (i) area under taro cultivation (ii) recently
harvested areas now under early stages of fallow and are overgrown by weeds and vines, and
(iii) a larger area under mixed vegetation of early invaders or pioneer species that have
established and have grown to girths of up to 10 – 15cm and height of up to 10m. The
undergrowth of this mixed vegetation of secondary forest is distinctly sparse, which is evidence
of its high density and closed canopy, severely limiting the penetration of sunlight. This area is
currently being cleared and planted during the time of the assessment.
Soil maps prepared by DSIR (ACS Wright, 1963) describe the soils in the area as soils of
moderate fertility some already developed for non-pastoral and pastoral agriculture, and others
suitable for new agricultural development. The soils classification maps show Fasitoo-uta and
surrounding environments to have Magia soils (3a); Lefaga soils (5a), Tanumalala soils (5b) and
Aleisa soils (6b). Magia soils are mainly dark brown stony clay loams with surfaces that are
always stony and occasionally bouldery; Lefaga soils are dark brown stony to very boulder clay
topsoils and dark yellow brown silty clay boulder and stony subsoils. Under natural conditions,
Lefaga soils are well supplied with organic matter, are slightly to moderately acidic and are of
moderate fertility (ibid.). Tanumalala soils are mainly dark greyish brown to dark brown soils,
usually very stony, and frequently very boulder. They are somewhat deeper (18 – 24 inches)
than Lefaga sub-association soils but are equally well drained. Aleisa soils (6b) are usually dark
reddish brown to dusky red in the topsoil and dark brown in the subsoil (ibid).
The terrain is flat to gently sloping downwards towards the coast. According to Google Earth,
the Fasitoo-uta site approximately lies within elevation 200 – 150m asl.
Vegetation/flora
The existing vegetation at Fasitoo-Uta is largely of young secondary regrowth, reflecting land
previously cleared and cultivated, and left to fallow for up to a decade or more. In areas recently
harvested, remnants of taro suckers can be seen overgrown by vines, in the early stage of
fallow. The secondary regrowth are dominated by pioneer species – now mostly considered
invasive – such as fa’apasi (Spathodea campulate), papata (Macaranga spp), pulu vao
(Funtumia elastic), pulu mamoe (Castiloa elastic), gatae Samoa (Erythrina variegata) and fau
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(Hibiscus spp). These species have girths of up to 15 – 20 cm and height of up to 10m. The
undergrowth is very sparse and in some places dominated by ferns.
Other biodiversity (fauna)
Not many birds were observed during the site assessment, but this area is expected to be
territories and food range of many land bird species including the wattle honeyeater (iao;
Foulehaio carunculata); cardinal honey eater (segasegamouú; Myzomela cardinalis), Samoan
starling (fuia, Aplonis atrifusca), barn owl (lulu, Tyto alba),white throated pigeon (fiaui, Columba
vitiensis castaneicieps), flat-billed kingfisher (tiotala, Halcyon recurvirostris) as well as flying
foxes (peá, Pteropus samoensis; P.tonganus). None of these species are considered critically
endangered (as per IUCN Red List of Endangered Species), although the continuous loss or
modification of natural habitats as a result of land clearing for agriculture is a major threat to
their long term survival.
Feral pigs are present and are a potential threat.
Land ownership
Fasitoó-Uta land is customary owned, belonging to the Client’s family for several generations.
Physical cultural resources
There are no known physical cultural resources in the area, although no thorough survey was
undertaken to assess this due to the density of the secondary forest.
Adjacent communities:
The project site is isolated with the two nearest community about 1km (Lepale) to the south, and
the coastal village of Fasitoo-Uta, 5km to the north. There are scattered plantation shelters
along the drive some permanent but most are temporary for the intermittent use of plantation
workers.
B.3. Brief description of activities/works etc:
The Client seeks SABS’ assistance to (i) support expansion of the taro plantation from its
existing size, to increase volume of taro export and for the local market; and (ii) financial
assistance for procurement of a mechanical excavator for farm road maintenance.
The Applicant’s taro activities involve the minimal use of weedicide (MAF approved
Grammoxone) for weed control and land clearing (i.e. one application in a taro production cycle
of maximum 9 months). No other chemical is used. No pristine native forests (old growth
secondary and or virgin forests) will be cleared in the Fasitoo site, the site being recultivated
after a period of fallow but the Fiaga site is of mixed secondary forests with some scattered
pockets/remnants of old growth forests that should be cleared selectively.
Farm roads in both sites are of poor condition which impacts adversely on produce quality when
moved around within farm and from farm to the main road. The Client’s plan to purchase an
excavator to repair and maintain existing roads will accelerate top soil erosion in some places
but this is considered minimal. No new formations are planned but a simple EMP to guide road
clearance is recommended.
Forest clearance will be of young secondary vegetation in the early stages of re-estabishment
(in the Fasitoo-Uta land). These forests are mainly of highly invasive species and with little or no
biodiversity conservation value. Their clearance will therefore have no significant impact on
biodiversity conservation priorities of the Government. Forests and land to be cleared of these
species are also not of any catchment protection values.
The forest in Fiaga has some old native forest trees (tava, mamalava, asi) dominating the
canopy but observations during the assessment found that the Client selectively clears and
spare most of these large native trees, partly because they are large and difficult to fell and
clear once on the ground, but also because they provide shade and a cool micro-climate for the
crops. It is recommended that this practice continues with respect these larger native trees.
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ADB Safeguards
The land clearing activities and use of agrochemicals trigger ADB’s Environmental Safeguards
Policy. The use of glyphosphate as a weedicide is minimal (one application per 9-month cycle)
however a precautionary Cat B is prescribed initially in view of the need for compliance with
OHS best practice, including safe handling and storage of hazardous chemicals.
The land clearing activities are of minimal environmental impact in large part because the
undergrowth is sparse of vegetation, and the canopy is of relatively young secondary species
(est 10 – 15cm dbh). The method of progressively removing canopy trees (as oppose to clear
felling) in response to the increasing needs of the newly planted taro crop for sunlight, means
that there is limited physical disturbance of the soil, thus minimizing top soil erosion. A further
ameliorating factor is that the land is largely flat, meaning surface water run-off /top soil erosion
is low.
Initial Environmental Assessment:
Env – Cat B
IR – Cat C.
Update: 30 June 2019
Planting practices are as described and continuing. Chemicals are stored and handled
satisfactorily (locked in shed at Owner’s residence) and in compliance with OHS best practice.
Update: 30 June, 2019
A visit to this farm is postponed to July. Previously, the issues of concern for monitoring are (i)
agrochemical management (storage, safe handling and application) and (ii) loss of forests
including native stands. Both of these issues were previously satisfactorily assessed. The
weedicide Glyphosphate is the only chemical used. Storage is safely in the Owner’s home
where it is under lock and key. Safe handling and application was also found to be highly
satisfactory.
The area targeted for expansion was previously cleared and planted and is now revegetated
predominantly by Macaranga spp (pata) and Castiloa elastica (puluvao) – both primary and nonendemic species of little conservation significance. Most of this forest is low (aout 10m height)
and average diameter at breast-height of about 20 – 25 cm. There are no forests having
potential conservation significance and interest.
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21.

Samoa AgroMarketing (John Low)

This is a new Client but an existing agri-business that has been in operation for several years.
The original proposal for SABS assistance was for the construction of a packing house in
Salelologa. Now, SABS is providing business support only for marketing ; the original idea of a
packing house is no longer pursued ; the land intended for the purpose was found to be deeply
fissured and would require considerable investment in backfilling to raise and level it to a
useable state.
Samoa AgroMarketing are middle man operation that buys cleaned taro in sacks from local
farmers, grade, clean, repack, then containerize for shipping to markets in New Zealand,
Australia and the US.
Site description:
Samoa AgroMarketing uses the MAF facility in Atele for cleaning, sorting, packing and
containerizing its taro before shipping. The facility was set up by MAF to support ventures of this
kind, with the assistance of MAF staff to ensure export quality taro only are selected.
Vegetation cover Not relevant.
Physical cultural resources Not relevant.
Adjacent communities:
MAF’s Atele facility is part of MAF’s Nuu Research Station located at Nuú, Faleula. There are
surrounding residences within 100m on all sides of the facility. Most of the residences are on
freehold or leased land.
Brief description of activities/works etc:
SABS provide support for the Client under Component 2 where 80% of approved expenses
related to marketing is refunded to the client. The marketing trip being supported by SABS
under Component 2 took place late in 2019.
Potential Environmental and Social Impacts The activities of Samoa AgroMarketing generate limited adverse environmental impacts. Taro is
already washed at the farms before they are purchased by the Client, but are rewashed before
sorting and containerization. Thus the amount of soil etc is small. The washing of taro generates
wastewater that is disposed into sump pits, or sometimes into the surrounding bush. Washing
does not use any chemicals but is rich in starch.
Initial Safeguards Categorization –
Env – Cat C. No further documentation required.
IR – Cat C. No further documentation required.
Update: February 2020
The operation is intermittent with shipping schedules and market orders the main determinants
of activities i.e. the buying of taro from farmers, cleaning etc containerization for shipping. At
the time of inspections for this report, no shipments were prepared with the Client on a
marketing trip to seek out markets in the US.
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Update: 26 June 2020
The situation previously reported for this operation remains. No activities since the COVID-19
lockdown.

22.

Ola Pacifica, Apia Park, Upolu

Site description:
OlaPacifica is located at the Apia Park, on the outskirt of Apia West. The operation consists of a
small office and an open house being refurbished for other activities including storage, drying of
cocoa beans and packaging. At present, some makeshift drying tables located in the open sun
is being used to dry cocoa beans. The site is 0.5 acre of customary land, mostly occupied by
family residence with spare open space to the west being used for cocoa drying. The land is flat,
and most likely partly recently reclaimed from the mangrove swamp. The water table is high with
the area prone to flooding during prolonged periods of heavy rains.
Vegetation cover Floristically the area is highly modified with nothing virgin standing. Planted coconuts form the
canopy with domestic crops like bananas, breadfruits and lemons scattered in the second teir.
The house front is grassed with hibiscus hedge lining the drive-in from the main Road.
Physical cultural resources There are four cemented grave sites immediately in front of the main fale, with headstones
identifying the deceased as parents of the Applicant.
Adjacent communities:
OlaPacifica is located next to a newly opened hotel (Apia Boutique Hotel) to the south, with
other family residences immediately to the east and west. A perimeter fence (partly barbed wire,
chain-linked and hedges) separate the Applicant’s property from neighbouring households
including the hotel.
Brief description of activities/works etc:
The Applicant is seeking SABS’ financial assistance to support the funding of its warehouse for
drying, sorting, packing and storage activities. The Applicant buys dried cocoa beans from local
farmers in Upolu and Savaii, sort and dry them to market specification, before bagging in jute
bags, labelling, and containerizing for shipping to overseas (Europe) markets.
Potential Environmental and Social Impacts The activities proposed will trigger Environment Assessment policy on account of plans for the
construction of a warehouse on the site. Requirements of the PUMA Act 2007 for a
Development Consent apply. The Applicant is therefore required to prepare a PEAR report to
support a DC application to PUMA.
Initial Environmental Assessment:
Environment – Cat B; PEAR recommended to support PUMA DC Application;
IR – Cat C – no further documentation required.
Update: 30 July 2020
This Client was not visited for this report.

23.

Misiluki Skincare Products, Afiamalu Upolu

This is a new client and a new start-up in Samoa. When the Client first applied for SABS
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assistance, she was operating out of Auckland, New Zealand using virgin coconut and fetau oils
imported from Samoa. To access SABS assistance, the operation has towards the end of 2019
relocated to Samoa. It’s a one-person operation, now operating out of the Client’s residence at
Afiamalu where part of the ground floor of her home is retrofitted to accommodate an office,
kitchen/laboratory and space for bottling, packing and storage.
Site description:
Misiluki Skincare Products operate out of the Client’s Afiamalu residence.
Vegetation cover Not relevant.
Physical cultural resources Not relevant.
Adjacent communities:
The client’s place of operation is remotely located at Afiamalu near the top of Mount Fiamoe.
The location has a wide panoramic view of a vast area of coastal Upolu including the city of
Apia. The nearest neighbor is about 400m downhill in a sparsely populated part of the island.
Brief description of activities/works etc:
Misiluki Skin Products produces scented lotions, essences, perfumes, and other skin care
products based on virgin coconut and fetau (Calophyllum inophyllum) oils. All scented essences
are extracted from native and exotic flowers and herbs, mainly by steam distillation. Virgin
coconut and fetau oils are purchased from Women in Business Inc, a local women’s NGO.
Bottling is done manually by the Client, and the finished product is sold in local hotels, airport
duty free shop and used exclusively at the Misiluki Day Spa.
The operation does not yet have any employed labour.
Potential environmental and social impacts
There are no environmental and social impacts of significance. There is no processing waste
and no chemicals used. The scale of the operation is small such that any potentially adverse
impact is not significant.
Categorization:
Environment Assessment – Cat C;
Involuntary Resettlement – Cat C.
Update: April, 2020
The Client was visited on 16 April 2020.
Update: June, 2020
This Client was last visited in April (above). The operation, previously out of Auckland NZ, is
now shifted to Samoa. At the time of visit, it was in start-up mode with the kitchen in the Owner’s
residence being modified to accommodate basic laboratory apparatus for distillation and
cooking. Production of essences for perfumes hadn’t started but hand sanitizers were being
produced in response to local demand.
There are no involuntary resettlement issues or other social impacts. There are no hired
workers with the Owner currently doing all the work.
Relevant safeguards issues are municipal waste management but the volumes are low and
insignificant. There are no hazardous chemicals used.
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24.

Ofisa Levave Plantation, Aleisa/Fasito’o-Uta

This is a new client but an existing venture in taro production mainly for the local market, but
also sold to exporters. Since the Pacific Games in 2019, the Client diversified to vegetable
gardening and has since added this to his production. The farm employs between 4 – 10 boys
mainly in land preparation and planting of taro and vegetables. The full complement of 10 is
employed when planting and when harvesting and preparing taro for the export market
(cleaning and sacking).

Site description:
The project site is in the hinterlands of the village of Fasitoo-uta, on the western side of Upolu.
The land is about 5km uphill from the Aleisa Ala-faálava and is accessible by a formed vehicle
track constructed by the Client/Applicant himself.
The site consists of an estimated 30 acres already cleared and under cultivation with mainly
taro, but also interspersed with vegetables and other crops. Another 60 acres is available for the
planned expansion, all of which is land previously cleared and cultivated by the Applicant’s
father, but have over the years been left fallowed and is now overgrown with fast growing forest
pioneer species, predominantly invasives, many reaching heights of about 5 – 10 meters in
height.
Soil maps prepared by DSIR (ACS Wright, 1963) describe the soils in the area as soils of
moderate fertility some already developed for non-pastoral and pastoral agriculture, and others
suitable for new agricultural development. The geological maps (ibid.) describe the area as
comprising of Lefaga and Mulifanua Volcanics (moderately weathered olivine basalt) having an
average soil depth of 6 – 18 inches of clay and loamy soils.
The terrain is gently sloping upwards, with the apex providing a panoramic view of the coastal
lowland of west Upolu, and the sea.
Vegetation/flora
The existing vegetation is early secondary regrowth, indicative of land previously cleared and
cultivated. Pioneer and invasive species are dominant with fa’apasi (Spathodea campulate)
most prolific and widespread. Other species observed include papata (Macaranga spp), pulu
vao (Funtumia elastic) fau (Hibiscus spp). Some native species including tava (Pometia
pinnata), and Asi (Syzygium) and probably mamalava (Planchonella spp) forming the upper
canopy.
The currently cropped area - especially areas recently harvested and in the early stages of
fallow - are already dominated by faápasi coppices reaching a height of about 1m.
Other biodiversity (fauna)
Not many birds were observed during the site assessment, but this area is expected to be
territories and food range of many land bird species including the wattle honeyeater (iao;
Foulehaio carunculata); cardinal honey eater (segasegamouú; Myzomela cardinalis), Samoan
starling (fuia, Aplonis atrifusca), barn owl (lulu, Tyto alba),white throated pigeon (fiaui, Columba
vitiensis castaneicieps), flat-billed kingfisher (tiotala, Halcyon recurvirostris) as well as flying
foxes (peá, Pteropus samoensis; P.tonganus) and Pacific pigeons (lupe, Ducula pacifica). None
of these species except pea, are critically endangered, although the continuous loss of habitats
is a major threat to their long term survival.
Feral pigs are present and are a potential threat.
Land ownership
Land is customary owned, claimed by clearance by the Applicant’s father having cleared and
cultivated the land continuously since. There are no disputes over its ownership.
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Physical cultural resources
There are no known physical cultural resources in the area.
Adjacent communities:
The project site is isolated from the Aleisa community, which is about a 3-5 km downhill. The
nearest neighbour ( a cousin of the Applicant) lives on a similar taro plantation 1 kilometre
downhill from the Applicant’s property.
Brief description of activities/works etc:
The Applicant’s proposal seeks SABS’ assistance to support expansion of the taro plantation
from its existing size, with the additional production supplying both the export and local market.
A limited area is devoted to vegetables (long peas, cucumbers, eggplants, tomatoes, bele) both
for home consumption and for the local market.
The Applicant’s taro activities involve the minimal use of weedicide (MAF approved
Grammoxone) for land clearing (i.e. one application in a taro production cycle). No other
chemical is used. No land under pristine native forests (old growth secondary and or virgin
forests) will be cleared with plantation expansion expected to utilize previously cleared land
currently under fallow.
The proposed operation triggers the Environment Assessment, Forests, Natural Habitats and
Pesticides policies, but on examination, the potential impacts are not significant. The type and
volume of chemical anticipated for use is limited and insignificant; clear instructions for safe
handling and storage is sufficient to ensure compliance with ADB safeguards requirements.
UPDATE: Assessment of 0.25 acre section site in Puipapa and 0.5 acre section in Aleisa
on 26 April, 2019
A 0.25 acre in Puipaá was visited and assessed for possible purchase and use for vegetable
farming. The section is not under cultivation and appears to have been fallowed/uncultivated for
over 10 years, judging from the size and heights of the existing tamaligi and puluvao trees. The
soil is deep and without boulders and is of the Lefaga soils type as described by ACS Wright
(1963). These are dark brown stony to very boulder clay topsoils and dark subsoils. Under
natural conditions, these topsoils are well supplied with organic matter, are slightly to
moderately acidic and are of moderate fertility.
There are no observed physical cultural resources and no biodiversity (especially flora) of
conservation significance. Land clearing for the proposed purpose of vegetable gardening will
expose the soil and likely to result in accelerated top soil erosion and run-off. These issues
should be addressed in a ESMP should this proposal be accepted.
Recommended categorization: Category B (precautionary) needing an ESMP to address issues
related to land and forest clearing preceding cultivation. For IR, Category C on account of the
section being bought as a freehold property, if application is supported by SABS.
UPDATE: 29 January 2020
The land assessed in Puipaá is not required for the client’s proposal.The Client is now on board
with funding (loan) supported by SABS approved.
Categorization:
Environment Assessment – Cat C;
Involuntary Resettlement – Cat C.
UPDATE: 22 July 2020
The farm at Aleisa was visited for this report. Work in progress was harvesting and cleaning of
taro for export (via a middleman). Ten (10) workers were engaged seven of whom are
temporary and are hired intermittently during harvesting and planting.
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The safeguards issues of interest are (i) agrichemical management and (ii) potential impact on
native forests of conservation significance, and other ecologically sensitive ecosystems.
Chemical management is satisfactory with chemicals properly locked away and applied using
appropriate PPE. The initial assessment found the area including the surrounding forests
targeted for future expansion to be secondary in nature, and comprising mainly of a mixture of
native and non-native species. Those species most prominent are the African tulip, Macaranga
and Castiloa spp, all highly invasive and of no conservation significance.
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25.

Feépo Enterprises – Taro King, Lotopa and Falelauniu

The Client operates a catering and traditional Samoan food restaurant supported by a farm of
traditional crops, mainly taro, bananas but also raising pigs and free ranging chickens which is
a popular delicacy. His proposal seeks funding support for a new piggery to supply his
catering and restaurant business. The piggery is proposed for a property in Falelauniu (leased
from SLC) of 50 acres.
Site Description:
The Falelauniu site is located in central western Upolu approximately 15km from Apia. It is 50
acres of prime agricultural land leased from Samoa Land Corporation. The land is generally
flat to gently sloping towards the north/coast.
Soil maps prepared by DSIR (ACS Wright, 1963) describe the soils in the area as soils of
moderate fertility some already developed for non-pastoral and pastoral agriculture, and
others suitable for new agricultural development. The soils classification maps show Fasitoouta and surrounding environments to have Magia soils (3a); Lefaga soils (5a), Tanumalala
soils (5b) and Aleisa soils (6b). Magia soils are mainly dark brown stony clay loams with
surfaces that are always stony and occasionally bouldery; Lefaga soils are dark brown stony
to very boulder clay topsoils and dark yellow brown silty clay boulder and stony subsoils.
Under natural conditions, Lefaga soils are well supplied with organic matter, are slightly to
moderately acidic and are of moderate fertility (ibid.). Tanumalala soils are mainly dark greyish
brown to dark brown soils, usually very stony, and frequently very boulder. They are
somewhat deeper (18 – 24 inches) than Lefaga sub-association soils but are equally well
drained. Aleisa soils (6b) are usually dark reddish brown to dusky red in the topsoil and dark
brown in the subsoil (ibid).
Existing Vegetation:
The area is predominantly already cropped with senile coconuts and poumuli trees dominating
the canopy with cocoa, bananas mixed with shrubby and weedy vegetation in the
undergrowth.
Other biodiversity - fauna
A wide range of different bird calls can be heard in the area including those of the cardinal
honeyeater (Myzomela cardinalis), wattled honeyeater (Foulehaio carunculata), and
Polynesian starling (Aplonis tabuensis). Others expected in this area are the common myna
(Acridotheres tristi) and red-vented bulbul (Pycnonotus cafer), and flying foxes (Samoan flying
fox Pteropus samoensis and the white collared flying fox (Pteropus tonganus). Of other
terrestrial fauna, feral pigs are not likely to be present given the proximity to human
settlement, but rats would be abundant.
Physical cultural resources:
This is an unknown with no known legends or folklores associated with the site.
Adjacent Communities
Falelauniu consists largely of SLC leased land with sections varying in sizes from 1 acre to up
to 50 acre blocks. There is a growing number of new residences being established and a lot of
agricultural activities observed. At this stage homes are spaced out but it is a growing area
with more and more people moving in to settle. The leasehold nature of landownership means
Falelauniu is a recent community, and not a traditional village characterized by the presence
of the governance system based around the Council of Chiefs.
The nearest property to the proposed project site is about 100m to the south. Because of the
dense vegetation it is not visible from the project site. Other nearby residents are families to
the east and west, and north but these are relatively removed from the project site, by up to
500m. Notwithstanding, these proximities are important given the tendency of piggeries to
generate foul smell that travel considerable distances.
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Potential Environmental and Social Impacts:
The main issue with the piggery that is of concern is the smell during the operational phase.
Experience with local piggeries in other location is mostly notable for the foul smell that is a
source of complaints and discomfort for neighboring properties. The management of solid
waste from the piggery is therefore the most critical environmental issue for management. The
smell is also a potential source of social grievance therefore smell is as much an
environmental as it is a social issue.
The client is proposing an integrated piggery-biogas operation that utilizes pig waste as a
means of mitigating the expected foul smell. There are conflicting reports of experiences about
biogas’ effectiveness to mitigate foul smell thus whether this integrated design is effective
remains to be seen.
Safeguards Assessment:
Environmental Assessment and Categorization: Cat B; PEAR and ESMP is recommended,
and a Development Consent (DC) from PUMA required.
Involuntary Resettlement : Cat C; no further documentation is required.
UPDATE: 20 December 2019
SABS has agreed to support the cost of preparing a PEAR and ESMP is prepared for the
Project with assistance from SABS, to support the Client’s Development Application with
PUMA. These instruments are to be prepared by the Safeguards Advisor.
UPDATE: 27 June, 2020
SABS assisted with the preparation of the PEAR and ESMP, and consultations with nearby
households as part of the Clients’ application for the Development Consent (DC) from PUMA.
In a response to my requests re status of the DC application, PUMA advised verbally that
approval of a DC has been made to the PUMA Board. A written DC is yet to be sighted.
Several visits had been taken to the site upon learning that construction work had resumed
following a period of inactivity following a Stop Notice from PUMA. Conversations with the
Owner found that PUMA had advised them to proceed with a DC approval in principle and
recommended to and awaiting the PUMA Board’s formal approval. Construction work is
continuing mainly on the biogas facility with the piggery and pens completed and populated by
sows, a few of which now have piglets.
The issue of smell is not yet a problem and is being closely monitored.
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26.

Satuala Development, Neiafu, Savaii.

Site description:
Neiafu village is located to the far northwestern end of the island of Savaii. Its a coastal village
but with plantation land extending deep into the interior. Neiafu is bordered by Falelima on its
western side and Falealupo on its eastern side.
Satuala Development is an existing farming enterprise specialising in taro, cocoa and ava for
the local market and export (via middlemen) The total area accessible for this development is
in excess of a 100 acres according to the Client. The land is customary-owned, partly with the
Client’s family for two generations, and new land acquired through land clearing, which is
allowed under Samoan customary land acquisition practice. The site is accessed through a
rough and winding vehicle track that runs through Neiafu village plantation land deep into the
interior, bordering customary land belonging to Vaisala, according to the Client. Estimated
o34
elevation (Google Earth) is about 640 – 650m asl; with GPS coordinates of 13 ’00.40”S and
o
172 3937.90”W.
The existing plantation, a mix of cocoa, taro and ava, is about 20 acres. Neighbouring farms
belong to relatives of the Client, all on customary owned land. .
Land is gently sloping towards the north-south and south-west direction. Water supply is non
existent, rainwater is harvested using corrugated roofing iron and 44 gallon drums scattered
throughout the plantation. Soil type across the Client’s land is described by ACS Wright (1963)
as of the Vaisala soils (2a) and partly Lefaga soils (5a). The former soil type is mainly soils
with very dark grey, very stony silty clay with silty clay humus-rich top soils and dark yellowish
brown humus-rich subsoils. The latter (Lefaga soils 5(a)) is dark brown, stony to boulder
topsoils and dark brownish silty clay boulder and stony subsoils.
Existing Vegetation Cover The existing farm is extensive and extending over sloping terrain. The areas that would be
affected if the Client is to expand is a mix of virgin forests, old growth secondary forests and
younger secondary forests where recent wind damage had created gaps. These forests
include Tava (Pometia pinnata), Asitoa and Asivao (Syzygium spp) in the canopy. The
younger secondary forests are dominated by shrubby Hibiscus spp (fau). It is to be noted
however these forests are not well studied and they are likely to be more complex in terms of
its different layers and more diverse in terms of the range of tree and shrub species in the
undergrowth.
Physical cultural resources There are no known physical cultural resources on the site, according to the Client.
Adjacent communities:
There are no nearby communities with the nearest village over 5km removed from the site.
Brief description of activities/works etc:
The Applicant is seeking SABS’ financial assistance to finance the planned expansion of the
farm, with the focus continuing to be on taro and ava for both the local and export markets.
Potential Environmental and Social Impacts This is an existing farming operation with the proposed works a continuation of current farming
activities, albeit upscale to increase production and to more intensively explore its ava
component. Potential environmental impacts are likely to stem from any clearing of virgin or
old growth secondary forests but this is not likely because the immediately surrounding
vegetation are new regenerations either from previously cultivated areas or from forest gaps
caused by strong winds and cyclones. A second potential source of impacts is from the use of
agrochemicals. This relates to safety of workers and members of the household from
uncontrolled access to chemicals that are highly hazardous, and from their unsafe handling
and application. Environmental impacts on the biophysical environment is associated more
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with excessive use of Government approved agrochemicals, especially in ecologically
sensitive environments, and where unregistered (illegal) chemicals may be used.
In terms of ADB’s Safeguards Policies, the proposal will trigger the Environment Safeguards
Policy due to the use of agrochemicals. The possible threat of any new land clearing
impacting on forests and natural habitats that may be of conservation significance is
considered remote and insignificant.
Initial Safeguards Assessment:
Environmental Assessment and Categorization: Cat C; IR – Cat C. No further documentation
required. Development Consent (DC) from PUMA not recommended.
Update: 30 July, 2020 (first assessment):
Project was approved during this Jan-June 2020 period. Management of agrichemicals
satisfactory. Level of risk of expanding into virgin native forests is low.
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27.

Potoga Plantation, Aleisa, Upolu.

Site description:
Potoga Plantation is located in Aleisa, approximately 1.0 km north of the Alafaalava Road, at
0
0
GPS location 13 51’12.97’’S and 171 52’18.18’’ W. The property is about 10km from the
coast immediately to the north at the village of Leauvaá, and 20 km from the Apia commercial
centre measured along the Alafaálava Road.
The area has a gently sloping terrain from south to north, but the Client’s farmhouse and most
of the ancillary building supporting the plantation operations are on a raised area about 200m
from the road. Soils in the general area are described by ACS Wright (1963) as belonging to
the Aána soils (3b) category. This soil type is reddish brown in colour and stony and bouldery
with a high level of stony clays or stony silty clays.
Water is supplied by SWA although not consistently. Rainwater is also harvested into
containers (mostly 44 gallon drums) using corrugated iron roofing sheets and roof-fed.
Existing Vegetation Cover The available land is partially cultivated with a wide range of vegetables and herbs, as well as
taro, bananas, fruit trees. As an on-going agribusiness, areas recently harvested are observed
unattended, some fallowed and overgrown with weeds and vines. A large portion of the total
land area available can be seen from the farm, and occupied with grown secondary forests of
invasive primary species such as African tulip (Spathodea campanulata), puluvao (Castiloa
elastica), Macaranga spp (pata), Albizzia spp (tamaligi) and others, with some Pometia
pinnata (tava) observed. The undergrowth is dense with saplings of mixed species.
Physical cultural resources There are no known physical cultural resources on the site, according to the Client. Two
graves with headstones are observed in a large cleared flat land (rugby field size) that fronts
the property as one enters from the public road.
Adjacent communities:
The farm house on the site is occupied by the Client. There are also several ancillary buildings
and other residences belonging to the Client’s other relatives, a mechanical workshop,
shelters for storage and preparing soil, and nursery. About 200 meters downhill from the
Client’s residence three houses where families working on the plantation live. On the opposite
side of the public road facing the Client’s property, there’s a scattering of temporary shelters
inside taro plantings some 300 – 400m to the east as one enters the property . Further east
from there are residential properties, most likely in leased or newly acquired freehold
properties. Land to the north are mostly customary land belonging to the coastal neighboring
village of Leauvaá. More substantial residences are found as one returns from the Client’s
property to the Alafaalava Road, which is about 1.0km south.
Brief description of activities/works etc:
The Applicant is seeking SABS’ financial assistance to finance a number of farm
developments, as well as upscaling of production of vegetables and herbs for the local
market.
Potential Environmental and Social Impacts This is an existing farming operation with the proposed activities for SABS assistance a
continuation of current farming activities, albeit to be up-scaled with improved efficiencies in
productivity, increased production and in quality. Potential impact of chemical use on workers
and environment is well appreciated by the owner (a long time farmer) with storage shed for
chemicals very secure and only accessible to the Client.
The nature of the activities envisaged – which is more of the same – will not introduced
anything new or cause any new impact. The proposal will intensify and increase production
but on the same land area including areas currently fallowed. Thus this is a low impact venture
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on the surrounding community. Proper management of agrochemicals is the main potential
source of concern. As of this assessment, chemicals including fertilizers are securely stored in
a stand-alone shed. All chemicals are imported from NZ and are custom-cleared. Proposed
new land clearing is not anticipated to pose a threat to any forests of conservation value or
other ecologically sensitive areas, as the immediately available areas for expansion are
fallowed land, although some older blocks have return to dense bush. Most of this vegetation
is of invasive and exotic forest tree species of no conservation significance.
In terms of ADB’s Safeguards Policies, the proposal will trigger the Environment Safeguards
Policy due to the high level of agrochemical use, and land clearing. However, both sources of
impact are not considered significant because agrochemicals are securely stored and there is
no threat of possible expansion to sensitive ecosystems and forests of conservation
significance. The safe use and application of agrochemicals during the operations requires
monitoring.
Initial Safeguards Assessment:
Environmental Assessment and Categorization: Cat C; IR – Cat C. No further documentation
required. Development Consent (DC) from PUMA not recommended.
Update: 30 July, 2020 (first assessment)
This is the Client’s first monitoring assessment. Closer monitoring needs to be conducted
regularly now proposal is approved. Meanwhile, agrichemical management is satisfactory with
all chemicals secured and safely stored and locked away from non-permitted people. Handling
and application in the field is also in compliance with the proper use of PPE.
No immediate plans to expand to new forested areas, but these areas are secondary
vegetation in nature.

Figure 9: Aerial (Google Earth) view of Potoga Plantation; 2020.
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28. Sunshine Farm, Frankie’s Hydroponics-Fertigation Vegetable Farm,
Tanumalala.
Site description:
Frankie’s Hydroponics and Fertigation Vegetable Farm is proposed for Tanumalala, southwest of Upolu, accessed from Apia via the Alafaálava Road, and from the West Coast Rd off
Leulumoega. The site is flat to gentle sloping south to north. Estimated elevation is about 400
o
o
– 430m asl with the estimated GPS coordinates of 13 44’40.06”S and 172 13’44.74”W.
The site was cleared of vegetation several years ago and levelled awaiting usage by the Client
.
The total area is 20 acres of freehold land owned by the Client, with parts occupied by 48
tunnel houses of vegetable crops, a hydroponics operation, banana plantation and a
technologically advanced (almost fully automated) poultry farm. The rest of the land is
occupied by a modern supermarket and ancillary services.
The Site climate is cool. In terms of soil type, the lower part of the farm is characterised by
ACS Wright (1965) as belonging to the Tiotala set (9c) which are steepland soils derived from
scoria, and have the field texture of gritty or gravelly silty clays and loams. They are
occasionally stony but rarely boulder. Topsoils range from very dusky red to dark brown;
subsoils range from dark yellowish brown to reddish yellow. They have topsoils of moderateto-low fertility, moderately to strongly acid, and subsoils of very low fertility, which are usually
strongly acid, and are deep, well drained soils.
Vegetation cover The site was already cleared of all vegetation prior to assessment. However, historically the
area was once cultivated with vegetables and taro with a piggery.
Physical cultural resources There are no physical cultural resources observed during the assessment.
Adjacent communities:
The site is occupied by farms of mixed crops and houses to the north, south and east. The
sections are relatively large (5+ acres), so houses are well spaced out. Tanumalala is not a
traditional village and most lands are freehold, properly fenced and gated. According to the
2016 census, it has a population of 407 split between 211 males and 196 female.
The site has a large modern supermarket (owned by the Client) on the western side adjacent
to the main Lefaga-Tanumalala Rd. Within the supermarket are banking services (ATM
belonging to Bank of the South Pacific (BSP) and a fast-food chicken joint.
Brief description of activities/works etc:
The Applicant is seeking SABS’ financial assistance to support vegetable production to supply
its chain of supermarkets. The proposal involves the use of high yielding modern agricultural
methods, namely hydroponics and fertigation – the latter technology involves the injection of
fertilizers, soil amendments, water amendments and other water-soluble products delivered
directly to the crops in a drip-feed irrigation system that maximizes efficiency and minimizes
waste. The hydroponics farm is also fully automated and during inspection, both the fertigation
system and hydroponics systems were demonstrated and showing impressive results. This
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proposal is thus the scaling-up phase taking these models from a trial phase to the next stage
of full production.

Potential Environmental and Social Impacts –
The proposed subproject is the second by this Client for SABS assistance. It is to be located
adjacent to the first SABS funded activity, the poultry farm. The site is already cleared with
weeds creeping back so there is no existing vegetation to consider. Potential impacts will
therefore be from the construction activities. No site plan and or architectural designs has
been sighted thus the extent of earthmoving activities is unknown. The site is however
remotely located from any neighboring community in a fully fenced compound thus any impact
will be localized. The nearest sensitive receptor is the owners’ supermarket, some 500 m
downhill from the site which is now fully operational. The assessed potential impact of
construction nuisances such as noise, dust, vibration etc on this receptor is considered ‘not
significant’.
The operational impacts of the proposed operation are in the areas of waste management,
which is assessed as minimum, and chemical management. Chemicals will be in the form of
nutrient solution concentrates, and pesticides both of which need to be safely stored and
handled, and which potential impacts on the environment is expected to be insignificant as
they will be applied in an enclosed system – i.e. pre-mixed in a solution tank before being fed
to plants using a piped irrigation system. There is a high level of automation, thus there is little
risk of human exposure or contamination to any potential hazard.
Frankie’s previous SABS-funded venture completed an environmental assessment report
(PEAR) as part of its Development Consent Application. This DC was granted a DC by PUMA
on 3 May 2019. Application Reference is DCA No: 316/19.
Initial Safeguards Assessment:
Environmental Assessment and Categorization: Cat C; IR – Cat C. No further documentation
required. Development Consent (DC) from PUMA not recommended.
Update: 22 July 2020 (First assessment)
Installation of pre-fab greenhouses for hydroponics tables and fertigation beds is schedule for
end of August. Environmental construction impacts are assessed as localized and readily
mitigatable; area is note vegetated, and earthworks comprises mainly of concrete footing for
steel posts to support greenhouse structure, and concrete base for water and solution tanks..
No social impacts or resettlement impacts envisaged.
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